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A few questions 
answered…

FAnews has tackled a facet of the industry that remains rife with complexities. Our aim was 
to clarify a few uncertainties in the Critical Illness, Income Protection and Capital/Lump Sum 
Disability space. We believe the questions and answers will lead to a greater debate, relevant 
discussions and ultimately improve fi nancial advisers’ and planners’ understanding of Income 
Protection, Critical Illness and Disability products. The reality is that clients have questions, 

and sometimes the answers are not clear. With this supplement our aim is to see if we can clarify some 
of the grey areas. 

FAnews asked a few planners and advisers to share with us the questions, frustrations and challenges 
they and their clients experience. What are the questions that they don’t have a direct and clear-cut 
answer for? Where do they want and need more guidance? Where can the industry assist them to make 
the conversation with their clients just a little bit easier? A big thank you to those advisers who shared 
their questions and relevant topics with us… I do believe we really delved deep into the topic.

A massive thank you to the insurers who really grabbed the opportunity with both hands and answered 
all the questions. Not everyone agrees on everything, but we expected that, right? Some have also given 
us a lot more detail than others, but you can navigate easily through the document to fi nd the answers 
you need. 

The better part is that you can also earn two Continuous Professional Development (CPD) hours if you 
answer the six questions on our CPD Platform (www.fanews.co.za/login). Just make sure you are regis-
tered; the rest is straightforward. 

Thank you to everyone who took part… it’s a lot of content, but we believe that our purpose is to address 
the issues and improve relationships between insurers and advisers, because at the end of the day, we 
are all there for the client.

Enjoy the read!

Rianet Whitehead - Editor: FAnews



Think 
of it as 
life cover 
for your 
clients’      
income. 
Income protection covers a key element 
of your clients’ success – earning power. 
Momentum’s innovative income protection 
covers it better than any other – by being 
flexible enough to meet their unique, 
changing needs.

Terms and conditions apply. Momentum is part of Momentum Metropolitan Life Limited,  
an authorised financial services and registered credit provider. Reg. No. 1904/002186/06.

By adding our Permanent Disability Enhancer, clients can choose 
between a monthly income, lump sum payout or a combination of 
both when they claim. If they choose a monthly payout, but pass away 
before the end of the benefit term, the remaining payouts will be paid 
to their beneficiaries. 

So bring your clients the most comprehensive, flexible income  
cover available. To find out more, go to momentum.co.za

Here for your journey to success
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The most valuable asset in this picture 
is the one most people forget to insure. 

Your clients’ most valuable asset might not be something that they can see or touch, 
but it’s infinitely more valuable. It’s their ability to earn an income. Offer your clients 
peace of mind with Income Protector from Sanlam. It gets to work when they can’t 
by delivering a monthly income if an illness or injury leaves them unable to work, 
either temporarily or permanently. With first-in-market features and enhanced 
benefits, it gives clients a greater level of assurance and peace of mind that they will 
be financially secure, come what may. So they can live with confidence knowing that 
today will be good. And tomorrow will be even better.

Contact your Sanlam consultant for more information on our enhanced  
Income Protector offering.

YOUR MOST VALUABLE ASSET  
IS YOUR ABILITY TO EARN. 
PROTECT IT.

Confidence Rule 28:
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Sanlam is a Licensed Financial Services Provider. 

www.sanlam.co.za
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    QUESTION 1:  
How much is enough? My clients always ask me: how much Critical Illness 
cover is enough? Critical Illness cover is expensive and might become un-
affordable when it is needed most in later years when a claim might arise. 
What is the right answer? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
Critical Illness cover is not easy to quantify and comes down to how much a client can afford. It plays an important 
role in a client’s fi nancial plan, as it can help with the additional costs associated with an illness or injury. It’s also 
common for fi nancial advisers to calculate the cover amount, based purely on the client’s annual income. However, 
part of ensuring that the client can afford their cover going forward, is structuring sustainable premiums and cover 
increases carefully and sustainably to ensure the client has enough cover later in life.

    DISCOVERY 
We understand the conundrum fi nancial advisers face. It can be diffi  cult to estimate the medical costs associated 
with every medical condition. As such, Discovery Life has designed their LifeTime benefi t to cater for this part of 
the FNA. We pay upgrades of 25% based on the guidance provided by our medical team as to how much a condition 
could set a client back. Here are a few reasons that this could happen:
• High medical costs;
• Long-term illnesses and the costs of long-term treatments;
• Lifestyle adjustments to cater for the illness, and
• Accessibility to potentially rare treatment, high tech medical devices or personalised care.

Our medical team has advised us on how many upgrades under each defi nition, based on the above fi nancial 
implications, are allowed. Upgrades range from 25% to 100%. Clients can even earn a further 5% for each fi nancial 
dependant. This means that where an illness results in the need for more money than what you had planned for, 
Discovery Life will pay as much as 215% of that sum assured to help the client regain their fi nancial standing, post 
the illness.

    FMI 
Unfortunately, there is no fi xed amount that is always appropriate. The reality is that a critical illness benefi t covers 
a wide variety of conditions, and the cost you are looking to indemnify your client with this benefi t depends on the 
condition your client suffers, the treatment they undergo, and their response to that treatment. 

However, some steps can be taken to help reduce the risk should the cover amount your client chooses be insuffi  -
cient. The risk of a critical illness to a person can be broken down into different needs, and if these needs are looked 
at separately, it can be easier to ensure that the Critical Illness cover they have in place is appropriate.
• Ensure that your client has the appropriate medical scheme and gap cover in place. These products pay out ac-

cording to the cost of treatment, which means that they are a closer match to the medical expenses your client 
will face on a serious health issue. 

• Ensure that your client has appropriate Income Protection in place to protect them against the risk of a critical 
illness preventing them from working. 

• FMI’s Critical Illness benefi t was designed as a rider to Income Protection cover to improve how your client’s In-
come Protection cover works when they suffer a critical illness. By paying a monthly benefi t for up to 12 months, 
whether your client works or not, allows them to take the time they need to make the necessary lifestyle changes 
rather than rushing straight back to work. It also pays an additional 30% of their cover amount to help deal with 
the ongoing costs of adjusting their life after suffering a critical illness. 

?
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If the above three steps are taken, the residual risks of suffering a critical illness are greatly reduced. In this case, 
your client can now take out Critical Illness Lump Sum cover for more specifi c risks (like medical expenses not 
covered by a medical scheme or gap cover, experimental treatments and once off lifestyle changes) because better-
fi tting income benefi ts cover the other risks of suffering a critical illness.

    HOLLARD 
A critical illness can happen at any time and more people are being diagnosed at young ages with cancers, cardiac 
disease etc, and one can possibly argue that they have not had time to make provision for unforeseen expenses as 
they juggle the homes and young families, at an older age there may be more savings to draw on. 

The purpose of buying a Critical Illness benefi t for the client, following a Financial Needs Analysis (FNA) and indi-
vidual circumstances, should play a role in how much the client buys. Critical Illness cover is there to support the 
client’s treatment, recovery process and lifestyle modifi cation. 

    LIBERTY 
Critical illness cover should be tailored to everyone’s specifi c needs. Critical illness cover must ideally be used in 
conjunction with other solutions, such as medical aid, in order for it to be most effective. The benefi t is intended 
to fund lifestyle changes that are as a result of being diagnosed with a critical illness. There is not a one size fi ts 
all solution and hence it is important to speak to a Financial Adviser regarding this. Here are some of the factors 
that determine the amount of cover required: How much can you afford? What is your current state of heath? Do 
you have any genetic predispositions to certain conditions? Does your family have a history of contracting critical 
illnesses? How old are you? Do you have medical aid? What does it cover? More importantly what does it not cover? 
What other insurance products do you currently have? What level of comprehensiveness of cover do you require? Do 
you have dependants?

     1LIFE 
Critical Illness cover is expensive and the older you get, the more expensive it becomes, because the client’s health 
and medical history plays a role in the determination of the premium. But it is good value, since the premium cost is 
signifi cantly lower than the impact on lifestyle and the costs that may be incurred. 

So, how much Critical Illness cover is enough? It depends on each person’s individual needs. The client and fi nancial 
adviser need to determine the purpose of the cover. Is the policy simply there to cover additional medical bills or 
are you making provision in case of the client not being able to work? Are you making provision for possible adjust-
ments to the client’s home, based on the type of illness, or is it a case of providing for all these eventualities?
At 1Life we allow clients to structure their premium increases and the sum assured on any new policy taken out. 
This assists the client to help make sure that their cover keeps up with the cost of living. They can do this by choos-
ing to increase their cover by a small percentage each year. 

If they select the infl ation aligned option, it will allow their premium to increase by CPI (this will be based on the av-
erage infl ation over the last six months prior to the increase) + 3% per year to keep up with infl ation. This option also 
impacts their benefi t amount (sum assured amount), as this will automatically increase by CPI.

If you select the fi xed sum assured option, your premium will increase annually with 5% from month 13 onwards. 
Your benefi t will remain fl at for life.

    MOMENTUM 
This is very much driven by how much a client can afford, and what they intend to use it for. Although the exact 
amount required will differ between individuals and their circumstances, a good rule of thumb would be around R1 
million Critical Illness cover for the average client in their late 30’s (when most people buy life insurance). If this 
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benefi t amount grows annually with CPI or a fi xed percentage, it can ensure the cover amount remains relevant over 
time. The benefi ts are designed in such a way that the pay-out percentage mimics the severity of the event.

For some clients, the solution might be to have a higher sum assured on a less expensive tiered product solution, 
as opposed to possibly a lower sum assured on a benefi t which pays 100% earlier on, even for less severe events. 
Some of the questions, which can help fi nancial advisers assess which product and amount would be best for a cli-
ent, would include:

• What will the fi nancial impact be on your life and that of your loved ones if you were diagnosed with a serious 
health event such as stage 2 cancer today? What support structure do you have in place that can help you, or do 
you need to hire additional people and source services to help you during this diffi  cult time?

• What if, despite treatment, the stage 2 cancer progresses to stage 3 cancer? Would you prefer a higher pay-out 
right from the start, or another sum of money to be paid at a later stage if the disease progresses?

• Do you prefer extra cover for those events, which might have a material fi nancial impact over a longer term but 
does not necessarily impact your life expectancy?

Also keep in mind that Critical Illness benefi ts are quite expensive, and insurers will generally limit the amount of 
cover they will give a client by looking at factors such as how much they earn. It is generally more affordable for 
clients to purchase Critical Illness cover (that increases by at least the CPI) early on, whilst they are still young and 
healthy, because the cost increases with age as risk increases. To assist clients with affordability, Momentum offers 
clients the fl exibility to select different premium patterns at a benefi t level – this means that after considering all the 
other benefi t needs, clients can structure their payment option on critical illness to suit their affordability and long 
term sustainability – instead of being forced to choose a premium pattern at a policy level, this policy level infl exibil-
ity typically results in a client’s Critical Illness benefi t not being affordable initially or sustainable in the long-term.

    OLD MUTUAL 
It’s important to do a thorough Financial Needs Analysis (FNA) with your client before recommending a cover amount. 
At a very basic level, you will need to establish their affordability, whether or not they have other fi nancial safety 
nets that can help see them through their recovery and the unexpected costs that come with the recovery stage. 

It is only then that you can make an informed recommendation of the cover amount. And as a very rough guideline, 
Old Mutual has designed a tool that considers a client’s age and their annual income to suggest a cover amount 
(Old Mutual’s Protection tool: https://www.oldmutual.co.za/campaign/digitalwheel/). This tool does not make al-
lowance for the client’s personal circumstances, and therefore cannot be used as fi nancial advice or an accurate 
recommendation of a solution to the client’s need. A thorough Financial Needs Analysis will still need to be done to 
determine an appropriate cover amount for each client. Clients also have the option to give us an indication of the 
premium they can afford to pay, and we will provide them with a cover amount for that premium. This is because we 
fi rmly believe that having some cover is better than having no cover at all. In addition, Old Mutual offers clients the 
option to pay premiums only until retirement age but continue to enjoy cover beyond this. Clients can enjoy peace of 
mind that they will still be covered, even when a claim arises much later in their lives. 

    PPS 
There is no one-size fi ts all. The purpose of Critical Illness cover is to help the policyholder to be in a position fi nan-
cially, to deal and cope with living with a critical illness. The funds can be used by the client to take time off work, to 
recuperate and seek treatment, to access treatment not covered by a medical scheme, pay for an au pair to assist 
with child-minding etc. It is best to consider what fi nancial commitments you would want to put the lump sum pay-
ment towards, when deciding on the level of cover. To address the premium concerns, one option is to take out a 
level rated premium pattern so that the premiums are predictable and do not grow or change on an annual basis. 
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    SANLAM 
Unlike Income Protection cover, where the cover amount is selected to replace a client’s after-tax income, a suitable 
cover amount for Critical Illness cover is less guided by a formula and more by what a client can afford, after consid-
ering other products and cover already in place. As a rule of thumb, many intermediaries consider a suitable Critical 
Illness cover amount to be roughly two times a client’s annual gross income. The actual expenses incurred when be-
ing diagnosed with a severe illness will only be known at that time, and will depend on various factors like the type 
of illness, its prognosis, its treatment and the impact on the client’s health and lifestyle. Selecting a cover amount 
that is affordable will enable a premium that is sustainable over the long-term, and if affordability is a challenge for 
a particular client, some cover is always better than no cover. Premium patterns should also be selected with this in 
mind, as the premium should not only be affordable in the short-term, but also in the long-term with aggressive age-
related patterns likely not being suitable for cover that should last for whole of life.

    QUESTION 2:  
Possible bands… can the industry not consider providing some bands in 
which clients should fall, for example: according to age; the probability 
of a claim; and/or according to claim statistics? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
As an insurer, we will not do this because it would interfere with the role of the fi nancial adviser. 

    DISCOVERY 
Discovery Life has created a publicly available mechanism on our claims website, through which users can easily 
gain insights into claims for people of various ages, gender and occupation. Advisers can also use the platform to 
generate an indicative quote based on their client’s profi le while being supported by our extensive claims data. 

    HOLLARD 
The circumstances of each client are unique, which fi nancial advisers do consider. If affordability is a concern, there 
is an option to take a more affordable tiered pay-out benefi t that pays according to severity.

    LIBERTY 
A Financial Adviser will be best positioned to tailor the cover according to the client needs. This will ensure that the 
product and cover amount chosen is most suitable for the client.

     1LIFE 
At 1Life we are already dividing our clients into age bands at underwriting stage, and we underwrite and determine 
premium, based on underwriting data (mortality data, morbidity data, historic claims experience and price data) 
provided by re-insurers. Apart from pricing based on age, an applicant’s individual risk profi le is compiled to offer the 
best possible premium and benefi ts.

    MOMENTUM 
The challenge with explicit bands, to provide guidance on cover amounts and benefi t choices, is that it fails to con-
sider a client’s individual circumstances. This is where one or two guided questions from the fi nancial adviser to the 
client can help them to assess which combination is the best solution for a particular client. Although life insurers 
can provide general guidance on average ages, probabilities and claim statistics (insurers generally provide claim 
statistic updates annually, which gives a breakdown of claims per age band), these numbers are always averages – 
whereas each client is unique with their individual risk factors. According to our experience, a health event can hap-
pen to any client at any given time, and a general guideline would not be adequate to provide for this for a specifi c 

?
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?

client. Therefore, a general approach is often not the best way to manage the risk of a life-changing health event for 
an individual.

    OLD MUTUAL 
A common multiple used across the industry by many advisers is twice the client’s annual salary. This is without 
having considered other factors such as affordability, other fi nancial products, family history with illnesses, etc. Old 
Mutual will limit the cover amount that can be applied for, to R6 million, but this will be subject to underwriting and 
can be lower for some clients.

    PPS 
This would depend on individual needs and circumstances, e.g., married/not married, dependants/no dependants, 
age of dependants, other income, medical scheme benefi ts, etc. The probability of a claim depends on various fac-
tors, e.g., family history, age, gender, pre-existing health issues etc., which must also be considered.

    SANLAM 
Determining the most appropriate level of Critical Illness cover is a balancing act between risk protection and afford-
ability. A client’s fi nancial adviser should be able to guide them through the process. Taking the maximum allowable 
amount provides the most protection but might not be sustainable in the long-term. The maximum amount could 
also be unnecessary if the client has other products and cover in place that will also pay out when diagnosed with 
a critical illness. A client should, for example, also consider how comprehensive their medical scheme is (also with 
regards to their chronic condition benefi t), which complements Critical Illness products, whether they have Gap 
cover in place, and the extent of their disability insurance, as the latter will pay out if the critical illness also renders 
the client unable to work. Other factors include what type of support system they have in place, should they fall ill, 
the level of their emergency funding and any savings that they might have access to, if these can be used without 
sacrifi cing other important fi nancial planning goals. 

Age should not necessarily dictate the level of cover. Looking at our claim statistics for severe illness, younger 
clients also need Severe Illness cover. Although two thirds of our severe illness claims in 2020 were paid in the age 
group 46 and older, one third of the claims were for clients in the age group 26 to 46. From a risk perspective, it is 
also easier for younger people to get access to Severe Illness cover than when they are older and may have chronic 
illnesses or other ailments that may affect their ability to obtain cover or the premium they must pay.

    QUESTION 3: 
Less or more? Is less of the most comprehensive and expensive benefi t - 
that pays a 100% on diagnosis and that includes pay-out percentages 5%, 
10% and 15% - better than more of the tiered, cheaper benefi t that pays 
25%, 50%, 75% or 100% based on severity and does not re-instate the ben-
efi t category? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
To begin with, BrightRock does not offer accelerated Critical Illness cover. As a needs-matched insurer, we don’t see 
the need for Critical Illness cover that reduces or eliminates the Critical Illness cover itself, making future claims 
impossible and does the same with other policy covers.

We would suggest buying our Primary option, as this is the most affordable of our offerings. All our options cover 
the same 300 plus clinical conditions, so the client would still receive the benefi t of being able to claim from the 
most comprehensive list of clinical conditions in the market. These conditions include Standardised Critical Illness 
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Defi nitions Project (SCIDEP) conditions, and other conditions that would pay out at lower amounts, compared to our 
other options. 

With BrightRock, however, it is simple to comment because all of our options cover the same conditions; the pay-
ments may simply be higher or pay for a longer period if you chose different features.

    DISCOVERY 
We have designed our products to respond to challenges as highlighted by this question. Clients do not need to 
make this choice if affordability is an issue. They can use their engagement in health and wellness to reduce their 
premiums and still afford the best coverage.

    FMI 
The logic around taking tiered cover is that the more severe your client’s condition, the greater the pay-out needed 
and then minor conditions may have less fi nancial impact. This allows your client to set up cover in a more cost-
effective way.

However, in FMI’s experience, advisers almost always opt for cover that is not tiered (i.e., pays at 100%), even though 
it is more expensive. While a tiered Critical Illness product should suitably cover someone’s needs, some reasons 
why advisers might opt for a non-tiered benefi t include:
• Even though 25% events are referred to as ‘less severe’, it does not mean that they are not serious. Stage 1 cancer 

is a 25% event on tiered cover. The advice given to many people is that you want a 100% pay-out for less severe 
events because it affords you the opportunity to do everything you can to prevent that condition from becoming 
more serious. 

• The tiers are based on complex medical parameters, which most people do not understand. A benefi t that pays 
at 100% of cover is less likely to confuse and frustrate a policyholder. In addition, it may mean quicker time to as-
sess a claim without requiring information to determine which tier a claim fall into. 

• On the topic of comprehensiveness of cover (the 5%, 10%, and 15% events), our advisers overwhelmingly opt for 
comprehensive cover. Even though these events pay out a small amount, most are still serious enough to be con-
cerned about. 

    HOLLARD 
This comes down to personal choice and affordability. The ideal solution would always be the one that offers the 
most coverage for all eventualities. However, if affordability is key, it is well worth considering a tiered version that 
gives a 100% pay-out on all major events and reduced benefi ts for those not as severe. Most claims are still for the 
four major conditions i.e., heart attacks, stroke, cancer, and coronary artery bypass grafts. For these there is an 
industry standardised defi nition and benefi t pay-outs. 

    LIBERTY 
The Liberty Lifestyle Protector benefi t range specifi ed has the following benefi ts: 
• Living Lifestyle benefi t - Provides comprehensive cover against a wide range of critical illnesses. There are 31 dif-

ferent benefi t categories that cover many critical illnesses. The pay-out is based on the severity of the condition 
and it can either be 25%, 50%, 75% or 100%. 

• Extended option - This is an option that can be selected on the Living Lifestyle benefi t. If this option is selected, 
either 5% or 10% of the Living Lifestyle sum assured is paid in the event of certain specifi ed claim events occur-
ring that would not normally be covered under the main benefi t due to the lesser severity of the condition. 

• Top-Up option - This is an option that can be selected on the Living Lifestyle benefi t. If this option is selected, 
100% of your sum assured will be paid for benefi t categories where the severity is such that only 25%, 50% or 75% 
of the sum assured would have been paid if this option was not selected. 
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The below illustration provides a breakdown of the Living Lifestyle benefi t and the associated option:

As shown above, the Extended option covers the less severe conditions that result in 5% and 10% claim pay-outs. 
The product structure described gives the clients and advisers the fl exibility required to choose the combination of 
benefi ts that best suit the needs of the client. 

 A Financial Adviser will be best placed to choose the most appropriate combination of the above-described benefi ts 
and this will be based on the client’s personal circumstances. Each individual is different. Liberty has made avail-
able Living Lifestyle, Extended and Top-Up options in order to serve the needs of a wide range of clients. 
In general, a tiered benefi t for which the pay-out is based on the level of severity of the condition is more affordable 
than a benefi t that pays out 100% regardless of severity. However, the appropriateness of the correct type of benefi t 
chosen depends on the needs of the individual.  This logic also holds for other key decisions such as term of the 
cover, accelerated vs non-accelerated cover, growth of cover amount, premium pattern etc. 

     1LIFE 
We do not offer the fi rst mentioned benefi t, so it would be diffi  cult to comment. It would depend on the client’s af-
fordability, needs and circumstances.

    MOMENTUM 
We believe that one should look at the individual’s needs if they were to suffer from a serious health event. If, for ex-
ample, affordability is a concern, then a higher sum assured with tiered benefi ts might be the best option for a client.

We also believe that it is crucial to have coverage for less severe events (5%, 10%, 15% events), as clients do believe 
that they are covered and often disappointed if they fi nd out they did not have cover for these events at claims 
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stage. This is why we include all the events in our complete range of Critical Illness benefi ts, to protect fi nancial ad-
visers from having to advise on this choice and potentially having to deal with client disappointment at claim stage. 
This belief is backed up by our Breadth of Cover GuaranteeTM which removes the outdated method of comparing 
Critical Illness benefi ts, e.g. 300 versus 200 events covered. We don’t believe it is reasonable to expect fi nancial 
advisers to know how many events each insurer covers and how they compare, especially in the rapidly changing 
medical environment where claim event defi nitions can quickly become out-dated. 

We believe reinstatement of benefi t categories is important. Even though it does not happen with a high frequency, 
clients will need another pay-out when an unrelated event takes place in the same claim category. We also believe 
that we should build some of these features into the products (based on experience) to remove the complexity from 
the choices fi nancial advisers have to advise on.

In general, it is a misconception that everyone needs a benefi t which pays 100% (enhanced/elevated) for less severe 
events (e.g., a stroke with full recovery). A further, unexpected, complication is that clients often do not understand 
that they already received a 100% pay-out (e.g., for a stage 1 cancer), therefore there is no further pay-out if the 
same cancer progresses or worsens to a stage 2 cancer. In many instances, the sum assured was too small, or the 
claim pay-out money was not wisely spent, and the clients then fi nd themselves in the same fi nancially challenging 
position of not being able to afford the best treatment when the condition worsens.

    OLD MUTUAL 
Year after year, our claims statistics have shown that most of our illness claims are for 100% claim events. As an ex-
ample, the big four illnesses alone (i.e., heart attack, stroke, cancer and coronary artery bypass graft) made up 70% 
of all our illness claims in 2020. We’ve also seen repeat claims from clients over the lifetime of their product. A cli-
ent, for example, who claimed for cancer, claiming for a heart attack at a later stage in their life. Because of this, our 
view is that it is better to have a comprehensive product that pays 100% of the cover and allows for repeat claims. 

However, people’s needs, and affordability may differ and that is why our solutions at Old Mutual are built to cater for 
virtually anyone. Our base Severe Illness product pays out a severity-based percentage when a policyholder claims. 
However, the policyholder can enhance it by adding on a Top-up Benefi t which increases his or her pay-out percent-
age to 100% for some conditions. This can be very helpful even in the case of less severe illnesses (for example, 
stage 1 colon cancer), which can be very expensive to treat because doctors may opt to use the best treatment to try 
and prevent its progression. Clients can also add the Returning Illness Benefi t to their base product to ensure that 
they are covered if the same illness returns. 

    PPS 
This would again depend on a client’s personal circumstances and fi nancial needs. Some people prefer receiving 
tiered payments, so that as the condition progresses, they receive more money from their policy, e.g., 25% on diag-
nosis of stage 1 cancer, another 25% when it progresses to stage 2, etc. to pay for treatment, care etc., whereas oth-
ers might prefer a 100% payment upfront to settle debt and manage their own money. Affordability and what people 
believe and fear (e.g., I have a family history of cancer and I am likely to get it) might also make people lean towards 
the one option or the other.

    SANLAM 
The dilemma of a tiered benefi t is that the percentage of the pay-out is based on the SCIDEP stage of an illness, 
rather than on the impact it has on the client’s health and expenses. It would, for example, pay 25% for stage 1 
pancreatic cancer, despite this type of cancer being particularly aggressive with a poor prognosis requiring intensive 
treatment even at stage 1. For this reason, Sanlam does not offer tiered benefi ts, but developed a range of impact-
based benefi ts that provides payments based on the true impact of an illness on the client, specifi cally for clients 
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who require a more affordable option without sacrifi cing proper cover. In the example mentioned previously, the San-
lam Impact benefi t would pay 100% for pancreatic cancer even at stage 1, acknowledging that aggressive cancers 
like these warrant a 100% pay-out even on the more affordable range. 

Our PLUS range, which offers 100% pay-outs for all SCIDEP-severities and higher percentage pay-outs for certain 
other claim events, is suitable for clients who place more value on maximum possible pay-out than premium. Both 
ranges offer the same comprehensive list of more than 300 claim events and include pay-outs for milder events like 
early cancer, at smaller pay-out percentages (from 5%). Within the Sanlam severe illness range, one benefi t is not 
regarded as better than the other, as both benefi ts provide proper cover, the choice between the benefi ts rather being 
dictated by affordability and need. The impact-based version is suitable for clients who are more price conscious, 
with the PLUS range being suitable for clients who want the maximum possible pay-out.

Sanlam’s Severe Illness offering includes cancer-only, cardiovascular-only and comprehensive–type benefi ts, each 
benefi t being available as an Impact based or PLUS benefi t. Our benefi t range has been structured to enable layer-
ing – the ability to select various combinations of benefi ts to make up a package that best meets the needs of the 
client. The benefi t of layering is that a client’s particular concerns can be better met, and that the client is also able 
to structure packages in line with their budget.

    QUESTION 4: 
Just too expensive? According to statistics the biggest risk for critical 
illness is when you are 65 years and older, but it is an age where many 
people do not have the Critical Illness cover anymore because they cannot 
afford it or what they have is simply too expensive. 

    QUESTION 4(a): 
Is this statement correct?

    BRIGHTROCK 
In our view, the statement is accurate. Too often, clients are sold cover with unsustainable premium increases, forc-
ing them to reduce cover later in life when they need it the most.

    DISCOVERY 
It is well known that mortality and morbidity risks increase with age. While most life insurance funding options re-
sult in premiums that increase with age, we have various payment options to best suit all our clients’ needs, includ-
ing options to prefund benefi ts in retirement as well as mechanisms to reduce premium increases in retirement. As 
a result, we still have many clients with Critical Illness cover at these ages. This is supported by the fact that Discov-
ery Life sees claims pay-outs across the age spectrum including at older ages. 

    FMI 
The reality is that as you get older, your risk of suffering a critical illness increases exponentially (much more than 
the increased likelihood of claiming on other benefi ts), and the pricing refl ects this increased risk. The cost of insur-
ance premiums should be compared to the potential medical costs that a client might need to pay should they suf-
fer a critical illness. 

    HOLLARD 
There is an increased risk of having a critical illness claim as clients get older, but younger people are also at risk. 
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Part of the advice conversation should be around premium escalations and sustainability thereof. We have a choice 
of premium patterns to suit the individual’s personal circumstances. 

    LIBERTY 
Critical illness cover premiums do increase with age in general. This is because the probability of the claim event 
occurring increases with age. However, at Liberty clients are able to get guaranteed premiums, over a period of time, 
in order to assist clients in planning their fi nances. Insurers usually provide a projection of premiums over time to 
help clients plan.  Having said that, many younger people also suffer critical illnesses highlighting the need for cover 
at all ages. 

     1LIFE 
No, this statement is incorrect because the price is refl ective of the risk that the client faces. The premium is still 
cheaper than the fi nancial implications the client may face.

    MOMENTUM 
This is a complex scenario. The risk of experiencing a critical illness does increase with age, but younger people 
are not immune from this risk. Momentum believes in offering clients sensible premium patterns/funding options 
when it comes to Critical Illness benefi ts. Therefore, most of our Critical Illness benefi ts are sold on a level premium 
pattern, a LifeStage premium pattern or a sensible 5% compulsory growth premium pattern. We deem aggressive 
age-rated or high compulsory growth percentages as unsuitable for this benefi t type, as it is one of the benefi ts that 
a client would likely want to maintain for whole of life.

    OLD MUTUAL 
The average claim ages from Old Mutual’s 2020 illness claims stats is 56 for males, and 53 for females. However, 
individuals need cover at all stages of life, because we also saw that the youngest claimant for illness was 22, and 
the oldest was 78, so illness can happen at any time. 

Regarding the cost of cover, it goes without saying that it’s better for the client to take out cover when he or she is 
still young and healthy, because premiums will be much more affordable than when they are older. 

What also helps is that the client can choose a premium increase pattern that suits him or her best. Some patterns 
allow the client to pay the same premium for their whole life (not considering voluntary cover increases and the 
premium reviews that may take place along the way), others increase with infl ation and others are linked to the cli-
ent’s age, so it’s up to the client to decide which pattern is most suitable for him or her, for the long-term. More to the 
premium increase patterns the client can choose from, he or she also has the option to pay premiums only up until 
retirement age. This means the client can pay a slightly higher premium while he or she is younger, and still have 
high earning ability, and then stop when he or she is older and needs the cover most, but cannot afford to continue 
with paying premiums.

    PPS 
Critical illness is affecting people of all ages. It is no longer diseases of older people. It is, therefore, important to 
have appropriate cover in place through all the different life stages. At PPS, 47% of all our critical illness claims in 
2020 were for members below the age of 60 years.

    SANLAM 
This statement is not 100% correct as clients of all ages can be diagnosed with a critical illness and there are ways 
to manage the cost aspect (refer to section 4c).
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?     QUESTION 4(b): 
Do we have some stats? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
We are currently unable to provide any statistics because we only release statistics that we want the public to see, 
and that we can explain in detail during our claims showcase.

    DISCOVERY 
In 2020 the average Severe Illness Benefi t claimant was 51 years old. Further, 26% of all Severe Illness Benefi t 
claims were made by clients aged 61 and over. 

    FMI 
A simple example might help illustrate this point. If we compare the premiums for a sample life (male, non-smoker, 
5% premium escalation), the premiums for life cover are three times more expensive at age 60 compared to age 40. 
For Critical Illness cover, the premiums are six times more expensive at age 60 compared to age 40. This example 
illustrates how much more expensive Critical Illness cover becomes at older ages.

    LIBERTY 
In 2020, approximately 34% of all critical illness claims can be attributed to policyholders above 
the age of 60. Cancer and cardiac related conditions were the leading claim causes for clients 
over the age of 60. The innovative Liberty Claims Explorer tool (found here: https://www.claim-
sexplorer.liberty.co.za/#/)  allows you to explore the claims stats for various demographics. 
Alternatively, one can access the interactive QR code below to access the tool.

     1LIFE 
Unfortunately, most of our critical illness clients are younger than 65, so the stats are not conclusive. Critical Illness 
cover is offered age 18-59 with 1Life, the biggest risk for critical illness normally occurs when you are over the age 
of 55, such as being diagnosed with cancer, heart disease, stroke etc. The median age for cancer is age 66, heart 
disease age 65, stroke age 55, however, some patients may be diagnosed earlier in life and the case in point is that 
20% of heart attack patients are diagnosed under the age of 65.

    MOMENTUM 
In 2020, 90% of our critical illness claims were paid for ages below 65, but we acknowledge that the exposure on the 
Momentum Myriad book, to older ages, is still limited at this stage as it is a relatively young product range.

    OLD MUTUAL 
Stats included above.

    PPS  
From our statistics, 47% of critical illness claims were for people younger than 60, 31% for people aged 60 to 70, and 
22% for people aged over 70 years.

    SANLAM 
About 70% of all Sanlam severe illness claims were paid in the age group 46 and older, while 30% of claims were 
paid for clients younger than 46.
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?    QUESTION 4(c): 
How do we address this as an industry? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
There are several options for dealing with this:
1) As an industry, we must promote long-term premium patterns for clients. BrightRock’s most popular premium 

pattern is CPI+3,5%, which we believe is sustainable. We strongly encourage our advisers to structure policies 
in such a way that their clients will keep their policies for many years to come. We’ve included features to assist 
clients in obtaining additional cover later, without the need for medical underwriting. This does not require years 
of product development on the part of insurers, it can happen today.

2) BrightRock’s policies include a cover conversion option for qualifying clients (where there are no or low medical 
loadings). This means that after three years of cover, the client can convert premiums from cover they no longer 
need and use them to purchase cover where they need it, without having to undergo medical underwriting. For 
example, when a client retires and no longer needs Disability cover, they can convert those premiums to Critical 
Illness cover, at an age where the pay-outs under this type of cover become much more important.

3) For clients who might face affordability issues later, insurers can have product structures that allow clients to 
pre-fund the premium for their cover that exists beyond their chosen retirement age. At BrightRock, we call this 
our premium settlement option. With this option, clients’ premiums stop when they retire, but they get to keep 
the cover in place.

    DISCOVERY 
Because affordability becomes an issue at age 65, Discovery Life has used Vitality engagement throughout the term 
of the policy to reduce premium increases in retirement. We also have mechanisms like the Paid-up (where premi-
ums can stop altogether at age 65) or Lock-in (which fi xes constant premiums after age 65) options available to 
reduce fi nancial strain in retirement.

    FMI 
Once someone reaches age 65 and wants to take out Critical Illness cover for the fi rst time, it is too late to avoid 
expensive premiums. As an industry, we should aim to get people on risk at younger ages before their health has 
declined, and to avoid aggressive premium patterns on Critical Illness benefi ts so that premiums remain affordable. 
Adding FMI’s Critical Illness Income benefi t to an existing FMI Income Protection benefi t is a cost-effective way of 
taking more Critical Illness cover at any age.

    LIBERTY 
Providing appropriate advice based on the individual’s circumstances. The individual’s affordability over time will 
need to be discussed upfront with the Financial Adviser. The Financial Adviser will be able to choose the appropriate 
premium pattern that caters for the individual from an affordability and risk protection point of view. Also offering a 
fl exible range of products that can be built to cater to the individual’s need in order to ensure sustainability.

     1LIFE 
It’s diffi  cult as Critical Illness cover is traditionally expensive, due to the nature of the risk. It also becomes expen-
sive the older a person is, when applying for Critical Illness cover i.e., age at application stage.

    MOMENTUM 
One can argue that suffering a critical illness event at any age, and possibly even more so at a younger age when 
income might be more limited, can be detrimental to the fi nancial situation of a family. Therefore, it is especially 
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critical to have Critical Illness cover, even at younger ages. Our claims experience does not indicate that older clients 
cancel their Critical Illness benefi ts as they get older. This could be because we have various mechanisms (like our 
wellness and rewards programs), which clients can use to help them with affordability, and the fact that we recom-
mend sensible sustainable premium patterns. 

Clients who also have an Investo Retirement annuity with Momentum will get a percentage of their risk premiums 
back at retirement age, which can help them fund future risk premiums, or they can use it as they see fi t, and plan-
ning ahead to be able to fund risk premiums post retirement should be part of the fi nancial planning process in the 
same way that other post retirement expenses are planned for.

    OLD MUTUAL 
Customers can choose a premium increase pattern that suits them best. Some patterns allow them to pay the same 
premium for their whole life (not considering voluntary cover increases and the premium reviews that may take 
place along the way), others increase with infl ation and others are linked to their age, so it’s up to them to decide 
which pattern is most suitable for them for the long-term. More to the premium increase patterns they can choose 
from, they also have the option to pay premiums only up until retirement age. This means they can pay a slightly 
higher premium while they’re younger and still have high earning ability, and then stop when they’re older and need 
the cover most but cannot afford to continue with paying premiums.

    PPS 
As an industry, we need to look at premium patterns and term benefi ts that are available to policyholders. Financial 
advisers can also help with overall fi nancial planning that takes policyholders’ needs into account beyond retirement. 
This needs to be factored into their overall fi nancial planning, both during their working life and into retirement.

At PPS, once the Profi t-Share Account has vested, after retirement, policyholders are encouraged to use this money 
to pay for their insurance (long and short term) and medical scheme needs. By doing this, not only do they keep their 
benefi ts, but they will also continue to accumulate funds in the Profi t-Share Account and receive investment returns 
even though they would have accessed the funds. This is the virtuous circle of mutuality.

    SANLAM 
Refer to Section 4(d).

    QUESTION 4(d): 
For years and years our clients have paid their premiums with no or minimal claims, just to cancel it and con-
tract a critical illness at a time when they could not afford their cover anymore. Your comment? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
It’s critical to structure a policy in a way that is sustainable for the duration of the client’s life. At BrightRock, as 
described above, we include a cover conversion facility that allows clients to use their total premium in any way they 
see fi t. They never lose their premium asset, and they can change the type of cover they have as their needs change 
over time.

Our Trauma IQ assessment is another feature that may enhance a client’s ability to claim on their Critical Illness 
cover. This feature pays out from 1% to 100% of the client’s Critical Illness cover amount (maximum cover amount of 
R500 000) for accidental-cause claims, which are more likely to happen. In fact, because of the Trauma IQ, Bright-
Rock’s Critical Illness claims increased by 50% in 2020, and Trauma IQ claims accounted for one-third of all claims 
paid under critical illness. 
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    DISCOVERY 
Discovery Life acknowledges that Life Cover premium affordability can be an issue at older ages. For this reason, 
we have created a few solutions which assist in reducing premiums at older ages, these include our Paid-up option, 
Lock-in option, Discovery Vitality Rating Longevity Discount and the Premium Leveller. The fi rst two options allow 
clients to prefund their premiums in retirement. The latter two allow clients to use the health asset built up through 
engagement in their health and wellness to reduce their premiums in retirement.

    FMI 
One way to avoid Critical Illness premiums becoming expensive at an older age is to take less aggressive premiums 
at a younger age. Age-rated premiums on Critical Illness benefi ts see signifi cant increases at older ages, which 
probably causes many people to lapse this cover as they get older. In choosing a premium pattern, we need to take a 
longer-term view and avoid premiums that start cheap but will become unaffordable at older ages.

    HOLLARD 
The fi nancial adviser should be a partner for life to the client – proper planning upfront and regular reviews post 
commencement of cover. Part of the challenge is that clients follow the plan of the adviser and not their own plan 
but tend to then make decisions regarding their fi nances without consulting with the adviser. The need for a full buy-
in and adoption of any fi nancial plan is integral in the protection of the long-term goals of a client. We cannot expect 
clients to make the risky decisions of cancelling benefi ts in its entirety on their own. Reduce, adapt but not cancel.

    LIBERTY 
The role of insurance is to protect clients in their time of need. As such, although all people face heath related risks, 
it is by design that not all clients will benefi t from a claim pay-out for living benefi ts. However, clients do benefi t from 
the various cash back incentives that Liberty has in place such as AddLib, Pay-Out and Wellness Bonus. Each of 
these features provide cash as a reward for partnering with Liberty. 

     1LIFE 
This is where the fi nancial adviser and the role he/she plays comes into perspective. There is a vital educational 
element required here about the possible consequences of being uninsured or under insured. This is where the term 
optimised planning really comes into play.

According to Asia, the current total insurance gap is R34.7 trillion for South Africa’s 15.6 million income earners. 
When it comes to Life cover, the average South African has a combined Life and Disability cover shortfall of at least 
R2.2 million.

    MOMENTUM 
Momentum designed its Longevity Protector� – Critical Illness benefi t as a solution for clients to get access to more 
Critical Illness cover for specifi c events, which will have a material fi nancial impact on their lifestyle, but not neces-
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sarily on life expectancy. This benefi t also ensures that if a client was fortunate enough to be very healthy and never 
claimed, they will get a Longevity Enhancer pay-out at a later age, as a sort of “no-claim bonus” which will help them 
with retirement expenses. The benefi t, therefore, not only provides cover, but it also provides a pay-out if they main-
tained their cover, but never claimed.

    OLD MUTUAL 
Clients often cancel their cover when they retire, because they unfortunately realise that they haven’t made enough 
provision for retirement, and need to cut costs where possible, to make it through each month fi nancially. However, 
cancelling cover that is as important as illness insurance is not ideal. This is why we offer clients the option to stop 
paying premiums at retirement age, and continue enjoying cover, so that they have peace of mind that they will be 
fi nancially okay should a claim event arise. There is also the option to reduce cover levels to a level that delivers 
a more affordable premium, with some cover being better than none. As an addition to their fi nancial plan, clients 
can add on the Cashback feature which pays back 15% of all premiums received for the contract since the previ-
ous cashback anniversary, and while cashback existed on the contract. Clients can use this money to add to their 
retirement savings to help make ongoing premium payments affordable. Cashback will only be paid if the contract is 
active on the cashback anniversary. 

    SANLAM 
Sanlam offers various payment pattern options to cater for clients’ affordability needs. A level payment pattern 
can be ideal for Critical Illness cover – it is more expensive initially, but pre-funds cover so that clients can pay less 
in later years, compared to clients with increasing premium patterns. Clients can also opt to remove annual cover 
growth at a later stage if affordability becomes a problem. Sanlam’s Premier range includes an automatic Wealth 
Bonus, which becomes payable at age 70 (or 65 if the early access option is selected). A portion of this pay-out 
could potentially be used to fund risk premiums in retirement. We also offer Cashback options, which can be used 
for a similar purpose, if affordability is a problem later in life. As always, some cover is always better than no cover. 
A cover reduction is, therefore, preferable to a complete lapse of cover. Wealth Bonus and Cashback also addresses 
the point of clients who are fortunate enough to have not claimed on their risk benefi t, by also providing them with a 
pay-out.

    QUESTION 4(e): 
Based on the opening statement above - how much is enough - it is risky for fi nancial advisers to make recom-
mendations or reduce benefi ts to a level where clients can afford it without any tool/FNA that can back up the 
advice and make it compliant. Can a critical illness calculator/tool or FNA be designed for fi nancial advisers 
based on claims statistics, probability of getting a dreaded disease, medical expert opinions and other factors 
which you deem important? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
Financial advisers try their best to help clients keep some cover, which is why they reduce cover instead of cancelling 
it altogether, due to affordability. It is, therefore, important to structure policies so that they are affordable in the long 
run, ensuring clients have cover when they need it. We are not sure how useful a tool would be for calculating how 
much Critical Illness cover a client would need, especially as the need for Critical Illness cover typically increases 
over time. We believe it is more important to offer clients the built-in fl exibility to increase their Critical Illness cover.

    DISCOVERY 
Our Claims website has a tool to enable advisers and clients to calculate claims statistics based on their demo-
graphic and risk profi le using our claims data. Additionally, the tool shows users how much cover people like them-
selves have.
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    LIBERTY 
Appropriate advice from a Financial Adviser is crucial. Regular discussions between the client and Financial Adviser 
will ensure that the cover in place is appropriate and adequate. Financial Advisers are trained and regulated to un-
derstand the client’s personal circumstance and provide adequate advice based on this knowledge. As such it is im-
port for clients to be honest and upfront with their Financial Adviser and provide all necessary and relevant informa-
tion. Liberty’s Lifestyle Protector product offers the Future Protector benefi t which gives you the option to purchase 
Life Cover, Critical Illness cover and/or lump sum Loss of Income Protection cover in future, without any medical 
underwriting other than a negative HIV test. This provides clients a seamless process to increase their cover as they 
grow older. Future Protector provides protection against lower cover in real terms in future due to infl ation. The ben-
efi t also provides you protection against not being able to obtain cover in future due to you becoming uninsurable.   

     1LIFE 
1Life’s FNA, 1Plan FNA, is a revolutionary FNA that supports the fi nancial adviser through the advice-giving process. 
It ensures rapid processing and appropriate product selection. There are only fi ve questions a client needs to com-
plete to unlock their perfect plan.

1Plan then uses these answers and Big Data to come up with an affordable monthly number. No adjusting required. 
Based on the client’s life stage, 1Plan will calculate how much of that affordable monthly number should be spent 
on risk products and how much on investing. 

1Plan is available on 1Life Vantage, our digital solution for fi nancial advisers. With 1Life Vantage, the record of ad-
vice is built into the system.

    MOMENTUM 
Unfortunately, no tool can capture the details of each individual’s experiences and risks. In addition, fi nancial advis-
ers also need to ensure that they understand the limitations of any tool before using it. A good discussion with a 
client, as part of the fi nancial planning process, and an understanding of their circumstances, will most of the time 
lead to the correct benefi t selection and size of sum assured selected.

    OLD MUTUAL 
Old Mutual is launching a tool that does exactly this. It is designed to help facilitate a focussed advice conversa-
tion that is specifi c to illness insurance. It considers the client’s personal circumstances and family history, gives a 
view of the estimated costs associated with certain illnesses, and then provides a breakdown of what some medical 
schemes will cover and then calculates the potential shortfall that needs to be addressed. 

    PPS 
Overall, fi nancial planning should include what is best for the policyholder, through a FNA and what they can afford. 
If they cannot afford the recommended cover, they need to understand the implications of that, and ideally have a 
plan in place to get to a point where they can review and improve their situation. That is why annual reviews are so 
important, to set specifi c goals and put the plans in motion to reach that goal, step-by-step. Policies should not be 
cancelled without consultation and due consideration of the impact. Often, there are other fi nancial obligations that 
can be reduced or stopped, to afford life insurance premiums. It is unfortunate when policyholders cancel a policy, 
only to need the benefi t thereafter. Premium relief options should be considered, but as a short-term, temporary 
solution. 

    SANLAM 
This question has already been addressed in the previous answers.
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    QUESTION 5: 
Critical Illness Ancillary Benefi ts (Top-up paying a 100% at diagnosis and 
extended Covers paying 5%, 10% and 15%) 

    QUESTION 5(a): 
Can you share some statistics with us on claims payments relevant to the 
three different pay-out percentages (5%, 10% and 15%)? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
BrightRock covers a large portion of these smaller pay-outs for a wide range of illnesses and injuries, such as having 
toes amputated, early prostate cancer, joint replacements, and so on. However, our Trauma IQ is the feature we de-
veloped specifi cally to pay out where traditional insurance products could not. It only pays for accidental events, but 
it starts at 1% and goes up to 100%. We fi nd that many of the Trauma IQ claims we pay are concentrated between 
1% and 10%, because less serious injuries are not adequately covered by traditional structures and clinical defi ni-
tions. In 2020, a third of our Critical Illness claims was for Trauma IQ.

    DISCOVERY 
The 5%, 10% and 15% pay-outs correspond to Critical Illness claims of Severities E, F and G which are covered under 
the Plus versions of our Severe Illness Benefi t. In the 2020 year 27% of all Severe Illness Benefi t claims were for 
claims of such severities. It is also worth noting that clients have the option of whether they want to be covered for 
these severities so this statistic would be even higher if there was a 100% take-up of this option.

    LIBERTY 
Liberty does not separate stats for 5% or 10% claim pay-outs 
payable under the Extended benefi t readily available.

The graph right shows claims paid across various age groups 
and gender for the Living Lifestyle benefi t:

     1LIFE 
This is not applicable to 1Life, we do not offer a top-up scenario 
or extended covers.

    MOMENTUM 
Roughly 20% of critical illness pay-outs in 2020 was for claim severities of 5%, 10% or 15%, and this cover is automati-
cally included in both our Critical Illness options. Our Breadth of Cover GuaranteeTM also ensures that we cover all 
the smaller critical illness events covered in the market, even if it wasn’t defi ned specifi cally in our contract wording.

    OLD MUTUAL 
Old Mutual does not pay less than 15%. 

    PPS 
In February 2021, PPS launched the EXPANDER Rider Benefi t, which covers lower severity conditions at 10%, 15% or 
25%. We have not had any claims on this benefi t yet, but we do expect to see these claims in the future. 

    SANLAM 
We do not have separate stats for our 5%, 10% or 15% claim events readily available.

?
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?    QUESTION 5(b): 
If a client is on a medical scheme, would it still be imperative to cover lower percentages 5%, 10% or 15%? A 
claims example would be helpful. 

    BRIGHTROCK 
We had a client who broke her ankle badly at her child’s birthday party at a trampoline venue. Under our Trauma IQ, 
she qualifi ed for a 7.5% pay-out for critical illness. Yes, her medical scheme covered the medical bills, but she could 
still use the critical illness payment to pay for a taxi service to drive her to and from work, as well as fetch and carry 
her children. Even where clients have a medical scheme, the need for these smaller cover pay-outs will undoubtedly 
continue to exist.

Critical illness claims are not the same as medical scheme claims because they cover entirely different needs. 
Medical schemes will cover expenses directly related to the illness or injury, but the client’s need is frequently much 
greater, and includes more than just direct medical expenses. As illustrated above, there are non-medical needs that 
arise because of a medical diagnosis that must be met, and this is where Critical Illness cover comes in.

    DISCOVERY 
Our Severe Illness Benefi t is a lump sum benefi t which aims to help cover the costs associated with severe illness-
es. The client has full discretion over how this money is spent and does not have to use the money for expenses 
directly related to the treatment of their condition. 

In contrast, medical schemes provide cover on an indemnity basis and only cover medical costs which arise due 
to illness. Specialists may also charge more than medical scheme rates, meaning, these medical costs may not be 
fully covered by medical schemes. In this case, the lump sum from Severe Illness cover can supplement the medical 
scheme’s cover.

    FMI 
It likely depends on what need you are aiming to meet with your Critical Illness cover and what type of medical 
scheme cover you have. If a client has a fully comprehensive medical scheme or gap cover or even their own sav-
ings to cover costs associated with these less severe conditions, there may be less need for the lower tiered pay-
outs to be added. When it comes to a medical scheme however, many people opt for a hospital plan, which does not 
cover rehabilitation costs like physiotherapy. Many of these lower percentages will require rehabilitation, and if your 
intention is for Critical Illness cover to meet medical expenses not covered by your medical scheme, then it should 
include cover for these lower percentage events. Clients who do not have Gap cover in place are also exposed to the 
risk that their treating doctor charges more than the rates reimbursed by their medical scheme.

    HOLLARD 
Yes, medical schemes cover in hospital expenses for the most part, but still only to the medical scheme tariffs 
which could lead to shortfalls for the client. Gap cover can help, but again to actual expenses. Any additional ex-
penses are for the cost of the client, as are the costs of maintaining ongoing associated expenses to accommodate 
lifestyle support and modifi cations where required. The more support the client gets, the less reliance on self-insur-
ance.

    LIBERTY 
Critical illness cover is complementary to medical aid cover and it is not intended to be a replacement for medical 
aid. Even the relatively less severe critical illnesses that trigger a 5% or 10% claim pay-out under the Extended option 
require lifestyle changes. Unlike medical schemes, the pay-out from a critical illness benefi t is paid in cash and it 
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offers the client the fl exibility. This pay-out can be used for a range of expense such as:
1. Consequential expenses of being ill (e.g., childcare costs, additional transport costs etc.)
2. Recuperative holidays
3. Alternative treatments that are not covered by medical aid
4. Rehabilitation costs
5. Medical treatments that are not covered by medical aids (e.g., breast reconstruction surgery after being diag-

nosed with breast cancer)

     1LIFE 
This is not applicable to 1Life, as we do not offer a top-up scenario or extended covers.

    MOMENTUM 
Having these lower percentage pay-outs is still very important for a client. A large proportion of these claims that we 
currently pay are for events deemed to be early cancer/stage 0 cancers. Another example is a hip/knee replacement. 
In these circumstances, the Critical Illness cover provides an additional monetary amount to cover some expenses, 
which the medical scheme plan might not cover, for example, out-of-hospital expenses like rehabilitation for the 
knee replacements or taking a bit of time to recover from a procedure after meeting the requirements for a stage 0 
cancer. Momentum’s Critical Illness benefi ts automatically include these lower severity pay-outs. 

The cost of these benefi ts is not that signifi cant, but the certainty that it provides to clients is priceless. It also 
simplifi es the conversation with the client, as the only choice that a fi nancial adviser must discuss with the client 
is whether they want the more affordable Complete Critical Illness benefi t which provides tiered pay-outs (a Speci-
fi ed Claim Event Enhancer rider benefi t can be added to increase the pay-outs on SCIDEP conditions to 100%), or the 
Complete Enhanced Critical Illness benefi t which provides the maximum available pay-outs earlier on.

    OLD MUTUAL 
At Old Mutual, we only start paying from 15%, because the lower percentage pay-outs will most likely be covered 
by a medical scheme, depending on the plan/option. However, we don’t see a lot of claims for the nine illnesses we 
cover at 15% due to medical technology being able to diagnose and treat illnesses very early on. Thirty percent pay-
ments are more relevant for supplementing medical schemes (e.g., in the case of having a stent done).

    PPS  
There is a need for both medical scheme and Critical Illness cover as they cover different events, and the claim 
criteria are different. The purpose of Critical Illness benefi ts is not to replace a medical scheme. It is, rather, to afford 
clients an opportunity to take care of themselves, worry-free, knowing that their fi nances are taken care of, for exam-
ple, to take the necessary time off to attend to an illness or seek alternative treatment that might not be covered by 
a medical scheme. Medical scheme rules and benefi ts also differ, and this will need to be taken into consideration. 
Over the last few years, there has been a steady increase of medical scheme members downgrading their benefi ts to 
hospital only plans. This could mean that some conditions are not covered. 

    SANLAM 
Yes. Medical schemes only cover medical costs linked to the diagnoses and treatment of a condition. The impact 
on lifestyle, for example, taking time off work or arranging for others to assist with daily activities such as driving 
children around, is not covered by a medical scheme. This addresses any shortfall a client may experience as his or 
her lifestyle changes, albeit temporarily during the treatment and recovery phase of these illnesses, at lower per-
centages.
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?    QUESTION 6: 
Benefi t term…

    QUESTION 6(a): 
At policy inception a client must decide on the Critical Illness benefi t 
term (valid until age 60 or 65) or a Whole Life, and there is no option to 
change from 65 to whole life without full underwriting. Talk to us about 
the facts and realities and why this is not negotiable. Maybe a number of 
comparisons on the one hand, and a possible scenario, to showcase why 
this is or is not an option for clients to change their mind at a later age. 

    BRIGHTROCK 
With BrightRock’s cover conversion facility, this is not a problem, as we allow qualifying clients who have Critical 
Illness cover to retirement age to convert to Whole-Life cover if they have had their existing cover for three or more 
years. We also do not require medical underwriting, provided they convert less than the maximum they’re allowed to, 
or R10 million, whichever is less.

    DISCOVERY 
Discovery Life will allow you to make the change without full underwriting if the client’s underwriting results are still 
valid. Thereafter, it is imperative for the client to undergo underwriting again to avoid anti-selection risk.

    FMI 
The main reason for this is anti-selection risk. Those who select term cover and want to extend cover beyond the 
cease age are likely to be in poorer health than those who allow their cover to lapse. If cover is allowed to be ex-
tended without underwriting, it would have a signifi cant impact on the claims experience since the claims we would 
pay on these policies would be much higher than what is assumed in setting premium rates.  If only those in poorer 
health extended their cover, the premiums would need to be increased signifi cantly. 

    HOLLARD 
At Hollard we understand that a critical illness claim can happen at any age and we therefore offer Whole of Life cover.  

    LIBERTY 
The conditions covered regardless of the term of the cover are the same. The only difference being when the term of 
cover provided and premium payment term. The choice of cover depends on the purpose of the cover. 
In the case of whole of life cover, cover is provided until the client passes away (subject to all other policy rules). On 
the other hand, should the client choose cover till age 65 on the policy, then cover will cease at age 65. The premi-
ums for cover to age 65 will generally be cheaper than the premiums for whole of life cover. Changing the cover term 
is a material change to the policy terms as such the associated risk will need to be evaluated by the insurer.  The 
risk associated with providing cover is established through the underwriting process. As such underwriting is neces-
sary when the term of the cover is changed. Not understanding the risks associated with a policy change and not 
charging appropriate premiums will lead to objectionable risks being taken on by the insurer. Furthermore, it would 
be anti-selective if a change in term is not underwritten. 

     1LIFE 
These are two entirely different products aimed at different needs. The client’s health or lifestyle may have changed 
from inception, and this needs to be factored in. At 1Life, our Critical Illness benefi t (Dread Disease cover) is offered 
on a whole of life basis.
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    MOMENTUM 
The pricing for the Critical Illness benefi t will consider the end date specifi ed at quote stage. If the term needs to be 
extended, the underwriter (and price) will take the increased risk for the insurer into account. Underwriting for a ben-
efi t with a limited term will often be less stringent than a whole-of-life option. We would generally recommend that 
a whole of life term is selected from the start and that clients make use of the option to engage with our rewards 
programs which provide very effective discount mechanisms to make it affordable throughout their life.

    OLD MUTUAL 
This statement is untrue for Old Mutual. We offer our clients the following three choices:
- Choose a term benefi t with a built-in conversion option (i.e., convert to whole-of-life cover before age 70 without 

any medical underwriting); 
- Choose whole-of-life cover and continue paying premiums until your policy ends; or
- Choose whole-of-life cover and stop paying premiums at retirement age, but your cover continues. An example is 

that a client can take out cover for a 10-year term at age 50, and at age 60, convert it to whole-of-life. Their pre-
mium will increase due to their new older age; however, no medical underwriting will be required.

    PPS 
Insurance is all about risk and underwriting forms a big part of assessing that risk. Allowing conversions to whole of 
life come with risk, which must be assessed and priced for accordingly. That is why insurers underwrite when such 
changes are made, otherwise there would be a risk of anti-selection.  

    SANLAM 
Allowing clients to increase their benefi t’s cease age without medical underwriting opens the insurer up to anti-
selection risk, as clients are more likely to do so if they are expecting a claim beyond their current cease age. These 
clients would not have paid the higher premium associated with a whole life option from the start, with a future 
increase in premium not being suffi  cient to address the increase in risk if a claim is imminent. Underwriting a client 
at the point where they want to increase their cease age provides the insurer with the opportunity to adequately 
assess the risk of the extended cover and to price for it accordingly. Clients should ideally select a whole life option 
from the start, and rather lapse cover in retirement if they no longer require it at that stage, than choose a too low 
cease age initially and be underwritten when they want to later increase it. Choosing a whole life option at a younger 
age may only make a minimal difference to the premium, if chosen from the outset. 

 

    QUESTION 6(b): 
Does your company offer a conversion of Capital Disability to Critical Illness at age 65? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
Yes, absolutely, and with BrightRock, a client can convert to any type of cover, not just Critical Illness cover (if they 
are younger than the maximum entry age for the cover). The client can do this at any age, including 65, if they have 
had their cover for three years or more. After three years, clients who have cover for all their needs – Disability, Criti-
cal Illness, and Death cover – can move their cover to any other type of cover they need. This means that clients 
don’t have to wait until retirement to change their cover; they can do so even if their needs change before then.

    DISCOVERY 
Yes, Discovery Life does offer this, and it is automatic.
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    FMI 
FMI does not currently offer a conversion. 

    HOLLARD 
No, we do not have a conversion option of existing benefi ts. The client has an option to buy Future cover on their 
policy where they can increase their Critical Illness benefi t at a future date. T&C’s apply. 

    LIBERTY 
If you have selected the Whole of Life cover period, once you are retired the nature of your cover will change auto-
matically. After retirement, if you become permanently impaired as defi ned in the policy document, you will receive a 
monthly benefi t which increases each year with infl ation (as measured by CPI capped at 10.5%) for the remainder of 
your life. The amount of your monthly benefi t is a proportion of the sum assured and depends on the severity of your 
impairment. 

     1LIFE 
No we do not have this option available.

    MOMENTUM  
Clients who have Momentum Interactive membership (Myriad’s rewards program) have a Cover Switching option 
which allows for the switching of cover between different benefi ts. There are some terms and conditions attached 
to this, one of which is that a client must switch the cover before age 55, should they want to switch cover. This is 
because of the exponential increase in risk and pricing differences between these benefi ts. Clients can, however, 
switch their Disability benefi ts to Functional Impairment at the end of the term of their disability benefi t which could 
be up to age 70, and which provides comprehensive cover against functional impairments.

    OLD MUTUAL 
No. However, if a client is unable to perform Activities of Daily Living (ADL), they may qualify for a claim under our 
Illness insurance product. ADLs are typically claimable criteria under Disability insurance and Illness insurance 
products. At Old Mutual, we believe that clients need both disability and illness insurance because they address dif-
ferent needs.

    PPS 
Yes, we offer a conversion to severe illness from the age of 59 years if the policyholder retires. This ensures that 
policyholders can continue to enjoy benefi ts beyond their retirement. Once the benefi t converts, we pay for category 
A & B conditions at 100%.

    SANLAM 
No. Sanlam Lump Sum Disability cover includes Impairment cover, which continues after age 65 for whole of life. 
This covers the life insured for injuries and illnesses that impair their lifestyle and result in additional expenses in 
retirement. Cover ranges from relatively mild temporary conditions, like joint replacements, to events where the life 
insured is signifi cantly impaired and requires frail care. Our Severe Illness benefi t is a separate benefi t and available 
for whole of life from the start. 
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    QUESTION 6(c): 
If yes, can the benefi t be split in two – cover to age 65 and cover for whole of life? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
We can certainly do that. Our premium settlement option allows clients to keep cover that extends past the policy 
anniversary after their selected retirement age without having to pay premiums.

    DISCOVERY 
Clients can have both Severe Illness and Capital Disability Benefi ts with expiry age of 65. After 65, they will still have 
Severe Illness Benefi t cover after age 65 if they choose to retain the automatic Capital Disability convertibility option. 

    PPS 
No

    QUESTION 7: 
More than…

    QUESTION 7(a):  
Certain insurers pay more than a 100% up to 200% on a claim, and 
some reinstate claims categories after a claim has been paid. If this is 
relevant to you, why the emphasis on Critical Illness benefi ts that pay 
more than a 100%? How many policyholders benefi t from a higher than 
100% pay-out and at what additional premium? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
BrightRock’s Extender benefi t, which allows clients to claim up to 200% under our Critical Illness cover, is automati-
cally included for all clients, and we don’t charge an additional premium for it. It exists to cover expenses incurred 
because of an injury or illness that has a long-term negative impact on the client’s lifestyle. We have had clients who 
benefi ted from this. Some clients even needed a full-time caregiver or had to live in a nursing facility. BrightRock’s 
additional Expense Needs cover also reinstates immediately after a claim. This is particularly important when it 
comes to reinstating for related conditions or body systems. A client may have two or more illnesses over their life-
time that affect the same body system but are unrelated. For example, you may be diagnosed with a brain tumour, 
recover, and then suffer from a stroke a few years later. Both will incur additional expenses. 

    DISCOVERY 
LifeTime Severe Illness Benefi t – possibility to pay out over 100%. Discovery Life has developed objective measures, 
referred to as LifeTime impact factors, to assess the long-term impact of a severe illness. These LifeTime impact 
factors are objectively assessed and graded to determine the long-term impact of an illness: 
• Duration of illness: considers the expected time to recover, as well as reduced life expectancy.
• Assisted care and devices required: considers the need for long-term assisted care (for example, a nurse), as 

well as any devices required to deal with lifestyle changes (for example, a wheelchair).
• Medical treatment required: considers invasiveness of surgery; pharmacological risk and the associated side 

effects; and any need for therapy and rehabilitation.
• Financial obligations: to recognise that the impact of an illness increases based on the number of fi nancial de-

pendants a client has at the time of claim. Discovery Life will pay an additional 5% of the client’s cover amount 
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for each dependant (up to a maximum of 15%). This applies to Severity A and B conditions that qualify for at 
least two LifeTime severity upgrades.

Multiple claims facility – reinstates claims categories with progressive, related, and unrelated claims possible.
Discovery Life’s Smart, Classic, Purple and Dollar Life Plans all have the most comprehensive multiple-claims facil-
ity in the South African assurance market. This is because Discovery Life will pay for subsequent non-progressive 
claims regardless of whether it is of a higher, lower or same severity. 

We do not apply a maximum on the amount that a client can receive from their Severe Illness Benefi t, which means 
that subsequent claims can be made if the client has Life Fund remaining (which can be guaranteed by selecting the 
Minimum Protected Fund) or has the non-accelerated benefi t. 

    FMI 
We currently do not offer the option to pay more than 100% for the same event as this makes an already complicated 
benefi t even more diffi  cult to understand and clients have less understanding of how much they can expect to be 
paid when certain claims can be paid at more than 100%.

    HOLLARD 
We have recently restructured our Critical Illness benefi ts. Our benefi t categories reinstate for unrelated claims. 

    LIBERTY 
The standalone Living Lifestyle Plus benefi t, allows for multiple unrelated claims to be paid after a 100% claim has 
been paid. In other words, claims more than 100% are permissible over the lifetime of the policy for multiple unre-
lated conditions (subject to policy terms). However, claims are limited to 100% of the sum assured for a single cause 
of claim. 

     1LIFE 
This is not applicable to 1Life.

    MOMENTUM 
In our new complete range of Critical Illness benefi ts, our benefi t categories reinstate for unrelated claims. We have 
seen a small percentage of claims where a client qualifi es for another pay-out for an unrelated event. We do not pay 
more than 100% for any specifi c claim, but if a client selected our Longevity Protector� – Critical Illness benefi t it is 
possible that they will have total pay-outs over time that far exceed the 100%, initial, pay-out level for those specifi -
cally qualifying conditions (and could even be several multiples of the original cover amount). We also have claim 
categories that reinstate for unrelated claims, and there is no additional cost for this, it is included in the base price. 

    OLD MUTUAL 
Yes, Old Mutual does offer a pay-out of up to 200% on certain claim events. We call this the Lifestyle Enhancer and 
it is built into our Top-up benefi t. We do not charge the client an additional premium to that which they are already 
paying for their Top-up benefi t. The Lifestyle Enhancer doubles the cover amount that gets paid out, if the client’s 
quality of life is severely impacted by the claim event, and they can no longer care for themselves. This is a relevant 
feature of the Top-up benefi t, because we have had some claims in the past that required a 200% pay-out. For exam-
ple, a young engineer who suffered paralysis after a sporting accident. The extra pay-out helped him and his family 
with the extra expenses that one wouldn’t normally encounter with most of the other illnesses we cover. 

Regarding cover that gets reinstated, we have the Returning Illness benefi t, which pays up to 50% of the cover 
amount for illnesses that the client suffers more than once, such as cancer, heart attack or stroke, after the full cover 
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amount has been paid. This is a very relevant benefi t because we have seen clients suffer multiple illnesses, varying 
or the same, and needed their cover to pay out again. And often, treating an illness that returns can be quite costly, 
so the extra cover goes a long way. 

    PPS 
PPS recently introduced re-instatement of cover for cancer and cardiovascular categories. This was applied to both 
new and existing policyholders, with no increase in premiums or change in rates. This is because over the years we 
have seen that there are policyholders who experience the same condition more than once especially in these two 
categories.

    SANLAM 
On our standalone severe illness benefi ts, selected by most of our clients, unrelated claims can result in a total pay-
out of much more than the cover amount, depending on the claim scenario. If a client would like a total pay-out of 
more than 100% for related conditions, a more sensible approach could be to simply select a larger cover amount, 
which would in effect increase the maximum pay-out for all conditions, as opposed to only certain listed conditions, 
which is usually the case where such a feature is built in. 

    QUESTION 7(b):  
Is there a real benefi t for the client in reinstating claims categories? What do the stats show? Why do or 
don’t you reinstate your claim category? Please keep it simple. 

    BRIGHTROCK 
BrightRock doesn’t sell accelerated Critical Illness cover (cover which reduces the Death cover on a policy and re-
moves the Critical Illness cover), because we don’t believe there is a fi nancial need for it. This means that we always 
reinstate immediately for unrelated events, and an unlimited number of times for those in the ‘heart and blood ves-
sels’ category. We intend for our policies to last the client’s lifetime, and unfortunately, events such as heart attacks, 
cancer, and so on can happen to the same person multiple times. Even unintentional events, such as injuring your-
self while doing your favourite hobby or becoming a victim of a crime, may occur a few times.

    DISCOVERY 
Discovery Life’s Classic Life plans automatically reinstate claims categories. There is nothing needed from the client 
or the fi nancial adviser in this regard. Once the benefi t is selected on a Classic Life Plan, multiple claims are paid. In 
most instances, we fi nd clients choose to add an MPF, a minimum protected fund, which means that the life cover 
amount will continue to be bumped up after each accelerated illness claim. This leads to unlimited multiple claims 
being paid for any claim category. 

In the 2020 year, R288 million in Severe Illness Benefi t claims were paid out to individuals who had previously 
claimed under their Severe Illness Benefi t. This was because 29% of all Severe Illness claims being a second or 
subsequent claims. Further, where claims for second or subsequent claims were paid out for conditions in the same 
body system, 49% of those were for lower or equal severities. 

    FMI 
Our view is that you should be able to claim again on your Critical Illness cover for conditions that are unrelated to pre-
vious claims. We believe this is the fairest way for Critical Illness cover to be structured and to ensure it is affordable.
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    HOLLARD 
As above, we reinstate. It is always benefi cial for reinstating of the benefi t as there is always a risk that a client who 
had a claim and needs to apply for additional cover may no longer qualify for a Critical Illness benefi t if underwritten.

    LIBERTY 
The Living Lifestyle benefi t is intended to fund lifestyle changes related to the diagnosis of a critical illness. As such 
it is best to choose the appropriate critical illness cover amount to satisfy the need. The sum assured paid should 
be used by the policyholder to appropriately make the lifestyle adjustments as necessary. The percentage pay-out is 
merely a method of delivery of the end result.

     1LIFE 
This is not applicable to 1Life.

    MOMENTUM 
Yes, in our new Complete range of critical illness benefi ts, our benefi t categories reinstate for unrelated claims. 
There are defi nite advantages for clients in having reinstating claim categories, as there will likely be new expenses 
incurred for the treatment of the new condition. Whether a claims category reinstates or not will usually be driven 
by the cost of doing so, versus the benefi t, and whether it is possible from a medical perspective to objectively show 
whether claims are unrelated or not. For example, with cancer one can review the genetic make-up, histology, etc. 
of a client to determine whether a particular cancer is advancing from the initial cancer or is a completely different 
cancer. The concept of specifying whether a claim is related or not, is very important to be able to price Critical Ill-
ness benefi ts accurately.

    OLD MUTUAL 
Yes, there is a benefi t for the customer in reinstating claim categories, and that is the reason we introduced the Re-
turning Illness benefi t which pays up to 50% of the cover amount for returning severe illnesses such as cancer, heart 
attack or stroke after the full cover amount has already been paid. This is a new benefi t to our range, so we unfor-
tunately do not have enough stats to show how many customers claimed more than once for the same illness. We 
did, however, previously had cover that paid out more than once for illnesses which were unrelated, e.g., we have had 
numerous customers in the past claiming for cancer and then later for a stroke, and we paid out both times.

    PPS 
This is a benefi t for policyholders as the benefi t is offered at the same rate. Therefore, policyholders who are unfor-
tunate enough to suffer from an illness more than once, will have the necessary funds to seek and/or pay for treat-
ment that might not be covered by a medical scheme. We launched the re-instatement benefi t in February, and in 
March we had our fi rst reinstatement claim. Medically, we do know that a claimant may be diagnosed with cancer 
more than once that may result in a claim. Similarly, a claimant may suffer from more than one cardiovascular con-
dition that may result in a claim.

    SANLAM 
As mentioned, unrelated claims can result in a total pay-out of more than the cover amount on our standalone ben-
efi ts. We have however opted to not include more than 100% pay-outs for related claims, to manage the cost of the 
benefi t. Clients who want more than 100% for related conditions can rather take a higher cover amount, as opposed 
to increasing the cost for everyone – cost being an important factor to consider for critical illness benefi ts.
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    QUESTION 8 
A long story…

    QUESTION 8(a): 
COVID-19 can lead to long-term health complications in some cases. 
How would the long-term effects of COVID-19 be covered under your 
existing benefi t categories? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
We’ve already paid out claims under our ‘lungs and breathing’ category for more serious and long-term COVID-19 
effects, under Critical Illness cover. However, it appears that COVID-19 affects more than just the respiratory system, 
and because we have more than 300 conditions covered under both of our additional expense needs options, our cli-
ents are well covered if COVID-19 affects other body systems. When it comes to permanent disability insurance, we 
also offer 50% and 100% pay-outs on our list of clinical conditions that cover all body systems. Clients would also 
qualify for claims if they deteriorated to the point where they couldn’t do their own, specifi c job anymore.

    DISCOVERY 
Per the normal claims criteria. Particularly, there could be long-term implications of having been ventilated. No 
change in defi nitions has been required to accommodate for the long-term effects of COVID-19. However, a market 
gap existed for the short-term implications of severe illness because of COVID-19 infection, in particular multi-organ 
failure. For this reason, Discovery Life launched the Multi-organ Benefi t in May 2020, which is automatically included 
in our Severe Illness Benefi t. 

    FMI 
COVID-19 is not itself a listed critical illness event, but those who have a severe reaction to COVID-19 would be 
assessed like a normal claim against the listed critical illnesses. We have paid multiple Critical Illness Lump Sum 
claims for individuals whose hospital bills exceeded a threshold amount due to COVID-19. On other benefi ts, it 
would be treated like a normal claim.

    HOLLARD 
We will continue to assess all claims in their individual capacity for the benefi ts a client has on their policy under the 
terms and conditions of the client’s contract at the time of claiming, irrespective of cause. 

    LIBERTY 
Although short term benefi t categories such as coma are based on the immediate ripple effect of any disease, the 
overall philosophy of any Critical Illness benefi t is how it has impacted in the longer term on your lifestyle and overall 
functioning. This can often only be considered as permanent when the criteria for this are met. Respiratory, liver and 
renal disease are all impacted by COVID in the shorter term, but the longer-term resolution of these complications 
vary.

     1LIFE 
At this stage, there is limited data available on the long-term health complications of COVID-19, so the short answer 
is that we do not know. It will, however, be driven primarily by the type of policy that the client holds, for instance Life 
cover versus Critical Illness versus Disability cover. Different cover types should cover different complications. At 
this stage, we believe it will be covered.

?
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    MOMENTUM 
Contracting COVID-19 is not a critical illness event, but the long-term effects of COVID-19 will be covered under the 
current respective categories for the different organs or systems, if it meets the requirements for one of the speci-
fi ed events, for example renal failure. Also, the more acute phase of COVID-19 might lead to a claim payment due to 
extended hospitalisation/intensive care stay. Furthermore, if it meets any of our disability or functional impairment 
criteria and the client has that benefi t type in place, it will also be covered under those benefi ts where clients have a 
choice of tiered or 100% pay-outs.

    OLD MUTUAL 
We continue to assess all claims against the terms and conditions of the client’s contract at the time of claiming. If 
the claim is valid and meets all claims criteria, we will honour it, regardless of whether it’s related to COVID-19. We 
do not have a general exclusion that disqualifi es clients from claiming for COVID-19 or illnesses related to it.

    PPS 
Policyholders with long-term health complications will be covered under different benefi t types, depending on what 
products they hold with PPS. They may claim under our Sick Pay benefi t, in respect of the same, a consequential 
or related sickness up to a maximum aggregate period of 728 days. They may qualify for benefi ts under our Total 
or Partial Permanent Incapacity benefi t if they are unable to work and to perform their usual professional duties 
because of their impairment. Where the medical condition is signifi cant or severe, they may qualify under a Critical 
Illness or Disability product if they meet the claims defi nitions for these products. 

    SANLAM 
Contracting COVID-19 is not a specifi c severe illness claim event, but as with all severe illness claims, any medical 
evidence provided will be assessed against the list of claimable events, irrespective of what triggered the claimable 
event.

    QUESTION 8(b): 
Has your underwriting changed, since the inception of COVID-19, or are there any new terms and condi-
tions or loadings and exclusions advisers and clients should be aware of? Please list automatic exclu-
sions very specifi cally if there are any. 

    BRIGHTROCK 
Yes, we have become quite cautious in underwriting and offering cover to clients who have recently had or are 
currently suffering from COVID-19. If we are not convinced that the client has returned to full health at the time of 
application, we can postpone the application for up to three months. We have not made any changes to our Critical 
Illness and Permanent Disability cover.

    DISCOVERY 
For existing policies, clients’ policies remain in force per the original contract, and they cannot be subjected to any 
new exclusions. For new clients, our most recent innovation in this regard, is the introduction of the Vaccination Max 
PayBack Offer. This offer is our way of rewarding clients who choose to get vaccinated. When policyholders make 
the responsible decision to get vaccinated, they help us in generating value through their life plan. This is because 
vaccination enables them to live a healthier life and ensures that they have a signifi cantly lower risk of both con-
tracting COVID-19 and being hospitalised or dying because of it. This benefi ts everyone – clients enjoy a healthy 
lifestyle, Discovery Life gains actuarial savings from their lower risk, and society can return to normal at a faster rate. 
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    FMI 
Underwriting guidelines for Death cover and Critical Illness cover have become slightly more cautious for those with 
co-morbidity factors which make them more susceptible to severe illness if exposed to COVID-19 and more likely to 
develop long COVID-19 complications. Evidence of vaccination does now allow us to move closer to normal under-
writing practices for Death, Critical Illness cover and Lump Sum Disability cover.  Our underwriting philosophies are 
being reviewed constantly as we learn more about the pandemic, especially once we have more data and experience, 
including the effectiveness of the vaccination and vaccination programmes. We do not currently impose any auto-
matic exclusions for COVID-19.

    HOLLARD 
We have made no product or standard exclusion changes for COVID-19. We have introduced questions related to 
COVID-19 so that each client is still evaluated on their individual merits. 

    LIBERTY 
Our risk assessment has changed. We do not impose clauses and restrictions, and all standard lives (those with no 
rateable illnesses) are unaffected. Lives assured who have existing illnesses that have a higher associated mortality 
risk if the person succumbs to the virus are rated a little more than before COVID, to account for the increased risk. 
We are now also seeing Long Covid emerging, and each client is assessed on the basis of any residual symptoms.  

     1LIFE 
No, our underwriting has not changed. We don’t have specifi c loadings or exclusions because of COVID-19, but we 
do rate clients that previously contracted COVID-19 differently. The rating is based on the severity of the disease in 
each specifi c case and the subsequent complications. Most clients who previously had COVID-19 are accepted by 
1Life.

    MOMENTUM 
Our underwriting approach for critical illness has not changed since the onset of COVID-19, however we continue to 
monitor the COVID-19 developments and our approach could change in the future.

    OLD MUTUAL 
We have introduced a COVID-19 underwriting practice for clients who contracted COVID-19 or suffered from COV-
ID-19 like symptoms. Each client is assessed individually based on their health status at the time of applying for 
cover. We have not introduced any automatic exclusions related to COVID-19, and we will continue to monitor our 
experience to inform our underwriting practices.

    PPS 
As COVID-19 is a novel virus, medical science is continuously learning as experience is gained. PPS continues to 
monitor available medical research and makes adjustments to our underwriting approach as appropriate. As an 
example, PPS may apply an additional temporary COVID-19 loading for applicants with existing medical conditions 
that may expose them to a higher risk of COVID-19 complications, should they contract the virus. Where the cumu-
lative risk factors are signifi cant, this may result in some benefi t types not being made available to applicants. PPS 
has continued to underwrite and accept new and additional business applications for all product types through the 
pandemic period. No changes were made to members existing products.

    SANLAM 
Sanlam does not have new terms and conditions or loadings or exclusions. Our underwriting philosophy did not 
change; however, we are more cautious about underlying illnesses which are more likely to have an increased risk 
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with COVID-19. The Sanlam benefi t does not have any automatic COVID-19 exclusions. Any exclusions will be spe-
cifi c to the life insured and his or her health.

    QUESTION 9: 
Do you anticipate COVID-19 claims under the Critical Illness benefi t  
because of the long-term complications or effects of COVID-19? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
Yes, we expect to see some in the coming years, but most will fall under permanent disability rather than critical ill-
ness.

    FMI 
We have already paid critical illness claims for COVID-19. These were assessed against the expense benefi t in the 
catch-all category of the critical illness table as the insured was hospitalised for a long time. We would expect to see 
more claims on this event for COVID-19, and possibly for events in the respiratory category (respiratory failure, lung 
transplants, etc.). 

    HOLLARD 
At this stage, there is insuffi  cient data. We could potentially see more claims under certain claim events, for example, 
respiratory disorders and ICU admissions. There is a concern that due to the focus on Covid-19, early diagnosis of 
other conditions may be missed.

    LIBERTY 
Assessment criteria for benefi t categories have changed over the years to keep pace with medical developments, 
making them more outcomes and functionality based. The diagnosis may be all that is required for the initial pay-
ment, and further payments are made based on objective evidence of impaired functionality.  Long term outcomes 
of COVID are the big unknown because the disease has not existed long enough. The permanent outcomes of health 
conditions are what the assessment of benefi t criteria are based on. Current research regarding effectivity of treat-
ments in reversing some of the effects of COVID, and therefore the permanence of complications and sequelae is 
lacking. However, there are indicators already that some organ systems are being permanently affected by the virus 
and its sequelae, and these claims are assessed in the light of the medical evidence presented. In some cases, it is 
possible to determine that recovery may not happen, and claims are assessed with this in mind.

     1LIFE 
At this stage there is very limited data around the long-term complications or effects of COVID-19, and it is impos-
sible for us to provide an informed opinion, but there is research indicating that there might be.

    MOMENTUM 
We do not expect a material increase in critical illness claims in future, because of COVID-19 specifi cally. We do, 
however, expect an increase in certain severities of claims due to clients not seeking medical care during lockdown 
and the subsequent COVID-19 waves. We did, for example, see a decrease in new diagnoses of critical illnesses like 
early cancers during 2020, which could lead to more severe diagnoses in later years.

    OLD MUTUAL 
We haven’t noticed a COVID-19 related increase in severe illness claims. We should be able to formulate a view of 
anticipated severe illness claims as COVID-19 data emerges.
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    PPS 
We do anticipate COVID-19 claims under the Critical Illness benefi t. Some examples of events that could give rise to 
a claim include:
• With severe COVID-19 infections, and respiratory complications, admissions to ICU and being placed on mechani-

cal ventilation may result in claims where they meet the Critical Illness ICU Admission claims defi nitions.
• In some instances, claimants may sustain severe lung damage resulting in lung transplants. This may result in 

claims where they meet the Critical Illness Transplant claims defi nition.
• The PPS Critical Illness benefi ts also covers severe lung disease such as Pulmonary Fibrosis that results in 

respiratory failure or Cardiomyopathy, which could also be outcomes of severe COVID-19 infection. Provided the 
condition meets the Critical Illness claims defi nitions, benefi ts would be paid under the Critical Illness benefi t.

    SANLAM 
Yes, we do. From clinical reports, we have noted an increase in critical illness claims in the Northern hemisphere. 
While we have not yet seen the same volume of claims here, we are anticipating that over time, given our suscepti-
bility to waves, the number of claims may increase.

    QUESTION 10: 
Can you give us an example or two of actual COVID-19 claims paid 
under the Critical Illness benefi t? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
A business owner. Age 59. Female. Pulmonary fi brosis (met the clinical defi nition for confi rmed diagnosis of fi bros-
ing alveolitis - infl ammation and thickening of the air sacs in the lungs). Benefi t category of claim: lungs and breath-
ing. Claim payment amount: R20 900 (5% of R418 000).

    FMI 
1)  Homemaker. 56. Female. COVID-19. Benefi t category of claim: Critical Illness Lump Sum. Claim payment 

amount: R85 058. The claimant received a Critical Illness Lump Sum payment. If she had our Event Based 
Income benefi t that offers temporary income protection to many occupations who were not previously able to 
qualify for cover, we would have paid a monthly income of up to R50 000 for the three months that she was hos-
pitalised due to COVID-19, and payments would have continued while she was undergoing rehabilitation. 

2)  Sales Manager. 51. Female. COVID pneumonia. Benefi t category of claim: Critical Illness Lump Sum and Life 
Lump Sum. Claim payment amount: R42 832. The claimant had the Temporary Income Protector, Critical 
Illness Lump Sum and Life Lump Sum benefi ts. She had a 30-day waiting period on her Temporary Income 
Protector. The period of illness of 26-days falls within the 30-day non-retrospective waiting period and, 
therefore, unfortunately, didn’t result in a valid claim. Critical Illness Lump Sum - There is no listed claimable 
event on the critical illness table of events in respect of Covid pneumonia resulting in mechanical ventilation. 
The claim was therefore assessed against the hospitalisation benefi t and 15% of the Critical Illness Lump 
Sum benefi t was approved for payment. The client passed away and her Life Lump Sum claim was approved 
for payment.

    HOLLARD 
An Administrator. Age 55. Female. COVID-19 pneumonia. Benefi t category of claim: Dread Disease – Catch all ben-
efi t – ICU admission. Claim payment amount: 20% of the sum assured. The majority of the COVID claims paid have 
been for hospitalisation, either longer than 10 days, or more than 4 days in ICU. 

?
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    LIBERTY 
a) Manager. 50. Male. Covid-19 Pneumonia. Benefi t category of claim - Respiratory disorders
 Claim payment amount - R178 000. 
a) Bio kineticist. 58. Male. Viral encephalopathy with cerebral abscess. Benefi t category of claim - Other central 

nervous disorder. laim payment amount - R107 000. 

     1LIFE  
We have had no claims submitted under the Critical Illness benefi t. We have only had death claims submitted under 
our Life Insurance product. 

    MOMENTUM 
1)  A Pastor. Age 52. Male. Confi rmed pulmonary embolism because of COVID-19. Requiring surgical interven-

tion. Benefi t category: Respiratory. Claim payment amount: 25% of sum assured - R70 000.
2)  Plumber. Age 52. Male. COVID-19 related pneumonia. Required extended stay in ICU with ventilation. Benefi t 

category: Breadth of cover Guarantee™. Claim payment amount: 20% of sum assured - R95 000.

    OLD MUTUAL 
1)  Policeman. 50. Male. Acute respiratory failure due to COVID-19. Admitted to high care intubated and venti-

lated. Benefi t category of claim: Coma. Claim payment amount: 100% of sum assured - R169 914.
2)   Manager: Motor vehicle industry. 69. Male. Severe COVID-19 pneumonia. Acute respiratory distress syn-

drome with pulmonary fi brosis. Benefi t category of claim: Chronic Respiratory failure. Claim payment 
amount: 100% of sum assured - R407 228.

    PPS 
1)  A Medical Doctor. 65 years. Male. COVID-19 Pneumonia. Benefi t category of claim: ICU Benefi t. Claim pay-

ment amount: R 1 239 075.
2)  A Medical Doctor. 61 years. Male. COVID-19 Pneumonia, Pulmonary Fibrosis, lung transplant. Benefi t cat-

egory of claim: ICU Benefi ts. Claim payment amount: R 3 462 487. The claimant qualifi ed under multiple 
sections of the Critical Illness product e.g., ICU benefi t and Transplant benefi t, but he would receive benefi ts 
under one of these benefi ts, since they are related to the same primary condition.

    SANLAM 
1)  A male diagnosed with COVID-19 during the second wave. A few days later experienced paraesthesia and 

weakness of lower legs. Developed very quickly to extensive paralysis, including respiratory muscle paralysis 
requiring assisted ventilation. Diagnosed with Guillain Barre and paid under our Critical Illness Benefi t. Guil-
lain barre cases have been noted as a rare association with some severe COVID-19 cases globally.

2)  A male diagnosed with COVID-19 in February. Hospitalised for oxygen support. Condition improved, but he 
then had acute respiratory distress. He was diagnosed with pulmonary embolism. Medically valid and paid 
under our Critical Illness benefi t. Individuals who have moderate to severe symptoms of COVID-19 have an 
increased risk of clotting complications. 
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Income Protection
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?    QUESTION 1:   
Waiting periods… a much talked about topic. 

    QUESTION 1(a):  
Why do certain (less obvious) occupations and qualifi cations have 
much longer waiting periods than others? Who sets the guidelines? 
Is it a industry standard? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
There are two reasons for longer waiting periods or even denying Income Protection cover to clients in certain oc-
cupations:
1) Occupations where the occupation itself is hazardous and the client is likely to be booked off regularly for rela-

tively minor illnesses or injuries; and
2) Occupations where the nature of the client's work means that many minor illnesses or injuries could result in 

that person being unable to work for an extended period, such as a hairdresser (think about foot or back injuries, 
mild arthritis, etc). These are not industry guidelines, but in general, these types of risk protection measures are 
implemented in consultation with the insurer's risk partners and in accordance with the agreed risk appetite.

    DISCOVERY 
Waiting periods are established due to the inherent risk of certain occupations, manual duty component and the 
specifi c skill sets that can often be affected by even minor injuries or illness. For example, a Voice Over Artist doing 
radio commercial work can get ICB cover with a three-month waiting period, but we do not offer one month waiting 
periods. The reason for this is because a minor laryngitis can render them unable to work for an extended period. 
Discovery Life, in conjunction with our reinsurers, design the product and set the guidelines. Each company sets 
their own standards and there will be differences in what is offered, but the industry is similar for most occupations.   
 
    FMI 
While insurers tend to be concerned about the same occupations, how they treat those occupations and whether 
they apply a longer waiting period to these occupations, it is their own decision, based on their unique assessment 
of the risk that that occupation presents. This means that how a particular occupation is treated can vary consider-
ably across the market. The reasons for applying a longer waiting period vary depending on the occupation, however 
the main reason is that certain occupations are very sensitive to claims (the insured would be unable to work be-
cause of a minor injury that most other occupations would be able to work with). For example, a gym instructor may 
be unable to work for weeks because of a dislocated fi nger. We would expect a high volume of short-term claims 
and the insurer may be unwilling to accept that risk or be able to price appropriately. By only allowing longer waiting 
periods for these occupations, an insurer may then be able to offer cover where they could not on a shorter waiting 
period because these minor events are not covered.

    HOLLARD 
The term of a waiting period is infl uenced by the needs of the client, and other cover like group cover and sick leave 
provided by their employer. Shorter waiting periods are more expensive and may not be necessary if sick leave and 
group cover is available. This should form part of the fi nancial planning. The client then only pays for what they 
need. Higher risk occupations do increase the risk and cover can be provided with longer waiting periods.

    LIBERTY 
Waiting periods are determined on the basis of the increased risk of early claim. To illustrate - an underwriter can 
continue to work with a broken arm, whereas a physiotherapist cannot. Occupations that are at higher risk of early 
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claim may get longer waiting periods. We have a risk committee that discusses and agrees guidelines. The commit-
tee consists of underwriters, doctors, actuaries and claims assessors, as well as representatives from the fi eld, so 
that we can get a comprehensive view of the impact of any guideline change. It is not an industry standard, but most 
companies are more or less aligned in their approach to occupations and waiting periods. 

     1LIFE 
In most cases these specifi c occupations’ waiting periods are driven by the reinsurers. It is, however, industry stand-
ard and guideline driven.

    MOMENTUM 
Each insurer will determine their own view on which waiting periods will be available to which occupations, although 
reinsurers will also give their views when a product is designed. What drives the availability of Income Protection 
benefi ts (based on one’s ability to perform his/her occupation) fi rstly, and secondly, which waiting periods clients 
can choose from, comes down to the inherent risk associated with the occupation of the person and whether a rea-
sonable price can be charged for the risk. 

    OLD MUTUAL
Waiting periods are determined by the client’s occupation and the specifi c duties that they perform. Based on the 
occupational information provided, a longer waiting period could apply due to the associated risk. 

    SANLAM 
Each insurer determines its own rules. With Sanlam, all occupations and qualifi cations that qualify for Income Pro-
tection cover can get a one month waiting period, but seven-day and 14 day waiting period options are only avail-
able to occupations that are classifi ed as disability class A-C. These classes are defi ned by Sanlam, classes D-E 
being occupations that, for example, involve heavy manual work. For these occupations, the mildest injury could 
result in the life insured not being able to work for one or two weeks, making it too expensive to offer them a seven- 
or 14-day waiting period. These occupations can, however, get a one month waiting period.

    QUESTION 1(b): 
How relevant is a three-month waiting period for anyone? The purpose of Income Protection is to replace 
income for shorter periods. With a three-month waiting period a client might not have anything left to 
protect, and lockdown was a perfect example of how many businesses failed and how many people got 
into trouble because of no income for three months. 

    BRIGHTROCK 
BrightRock offers a one-month waiting period for all occupations that qualify for Temporary Disability cover. We also 
offer a three-month waiting period, which costs signifi cantly less than shorter waiting periods. This option can be 
chosen in situations where a group risk policy might only pay for three months, after which the client would need 
personal cover to continue if they are still not working. BrightRock also offers a two-month waiting period, which 
is ideal for clients who earn salaries and will begin to pay after sick leave and annual leave allocations have been 
exhausted.

    DISCOVERY 
Longer waiting periods are relevant. Individuals who are employed by a company (and have group risk cover) will 
likely continue to receive an income for an initial period after they are unable to work. This will be from sick leave 
pay as well as the group risk policy. It is only after this initial period that the client will have a need for the Income 
Continuation benefi t. 

?
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Further, for clients who have a suffi  cient emergency cash buffer to last three months with no income, having a three-
month waiting period is a very cost-effective option. Therefore, to cater to a wide variety of client needs we offer 
numerous waiting periods, including a three-month option.

    FMI 
It has always been FMI’s philosophy to encourage shorter waiting periods, as the impact of illness even for shorter 
periods can be signifi cant. While there may be specifi c cases where a three-month waiting period is appropriate 
(the insured may have a signifi cant emergency fund, for example), we sell little Income Protection on a three-month 
waiting period. In 2021, the average length of an Income Protection claim on our policies was 78 days. Therefore, we 
would agree that a three-month waiting period excludes many claims and having no income for three months is a 
considerable amount of time. 

    HOLLARD 
As per the above comment under (1). Income benefi ts intend to replace income if the client is unable to work due to 
sickness or accident. As these are paid on a medical event, lockdown itself would have little impact. If the client is 
unable to work due to an illness or accident, we offer income benefi ts for Own Occupation Disability or Impairment 
Income for those who do not qualify for occupation benefi ts. 

    LIBERTY 
Many people have group income protection through their employer, and the three-month waiting period will start 
paying when the corporate benefi t ceases. It is also a more affordable option than a shorter waiting period, and 
some clients choose to self-insure. The self-insurance period is often only about 6 weeks rather than 3 months, as 
many clients will have access to sick leave which is usually around 6 weeks.  

     1LIFE 
At 1Life, only two waiting periods are applied. One month, in the case of self-employed occupations, and three 
months, in the case of non-self-employed occupations. 

Income Protection (Expense Protector benefi t) with 1Life is linked to a longer-term inability to work, due to illness 
or injury. In the case of lockdown, a different type of cover would have been pertinent. It is important to note that 
the waiting period is applicable to the period prior to the policy becoming active and does not pertain to the income 
replacement over a short period, as is the purpose of Income Protection. Once you have the cover, it becomes valid. 
This is the same as the waiting periods applied to medical scheme activations, in the case of private individuals, 
who are not purchasing the medical scheme through their employer.

    MOMENTUM 
We fi nd that a three-month waiting period still offers signifi cant protection and value for clients who choose this. In-
come Protection’s place in the advice sphere goes beyond just replacing income for a short-term. It offers a way to 
protect for a range of illnesses and injuries ranging from severe and permanent to shorter term events. Many clients 
have some protection in place for the initial few months through their employer, or as sick leave, and a longer waiting 
period works for those cases. It all comes down to the level a person can afford to self-insure (almost like the ex-
cess on a short-term policy), i.e., how long would they be able to meet their fi nancial needs before their Income Pro-
tection benefi t starts paying out? For the purposes of Income Protection, it is also important to distinguish between 
income protection due to a medical event (which is covered under life insurance benefi ts), versus business continu-
ity aspects (relevant to the COVID-19 lockdown, for example, and covered under short term insurance). These events 
are not covered in the same products.

    OLD MUTUAL
A three month waiting period is generally priced cheaper, due to the lower likelihood of a claim taking place, and it is 
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relevant for clients who have an emergency fund that could see them through a three-month period. A claim lasting 
longer than three months will most probably be more serious and longer lasting, which will necessitate a pay-out. 

    SANLAM 
The purpose of Income Protection is not only to replace income for short periods, but also to replace income during 
periods of extended or permanent disability. Few clients select a three-month waiting period, but it can be suitable 
for someone who has suffi  cient savings in place to carry them for a three-month period, and only require protection 
if they are unable to work for a longer period. They will then benefi t from a cheaper premium, compared to someone 
who has a shorter waiting period. 

    QUESTION 2: 
Some clients with specifi c qualifi cations and occupations have long 
waiting periods. Can you give us some examples of occupations and 
qualifi cations where three-months waiting periods are applied?

    BRIGHTROCK 
BrightRock offers a one-month waiting period for all occupations that qualify for Temporary Disability cover. Of 
course, clients are free to select a longer waiting period if they want. However, for clients with certain higher-risk 
occupations, we do put an extended waiting period if they are booked off work because of a condition that is not 
covered under our defi ned list of clinical conditions, under our Temporary Expenses cover. At BrightRock, this means 
that those clients will have a one-month waiting period if they’re booked off work because of one of the more than 
300 conditions we cover under Temporary Disability, and a longer waiting period (between two and six months) if 
they are booked off for any other reason. 

    DISCOVERY 
Jewellery manufacturer, Goldsmith, Book Binder, Ships Pilot and Voice Over Artist are examples of occupations 
where a three-month or longer waiting period is offered and shorter waiting periods are not offered.

    FMI 
While we limit some occupations to a 30-day waiting period, we do not currently have any occupations that we re-
strict to a 90-day waiting period.

    HOLLARD 
We have revised our occupational list to allow for more clients to qualify for Own Occupational Disability Income 
Protection, and for the clients that don’t, we have an Impairment Income benefi t. This is highly benefi cial for clients 
who traditionally did not qualify for Income Protection benefi ts.

    LIBERTY 
As noted in the previous example, occupations with a higher risk of short-term claim will be offered longer periods. 
Examples are physiotherapist, travelling representative, hairdresser.

     1LIFE 
At 1Life, only two waiting periods are applied. One month, in the case of self-employed occupations, and three 
months, in the case of non-self-employed occupations. 1Life does not apply waiting periods to qualifi cation types. 
In our case, we have an extensive list of occupations which we link to either self or not-self-employed. If a possible 
self-employed occupation is entered, an additional question clarifying whether the person is self-employed or not 

?
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is activated, determining the waiting period. Examples of occupational types that normally do not qualify for the one 
month waiting period under the self-employed specifi cation are administrators, retail assistants, general workers 
and labourers in the case of the mining or construction industry. 

    MOMENTUM  
Some occupations do not qualify for our seven-day or 14-day waiting periods, but they can take up an Income Pro-
tection benefi t with a waiting period of one month or longer. Examples include hairdressers or mechanics.

As a rule, we do not automatically apply a three-month waiting period for certain occupations. We only use those in 
underwriting if certain medical information suggests that the risk for a shorter waiting period is not insurable at a 
reasonable price. The extension of the waiting period to three months for medical reasons is typically reserved for 
clients who have impairments or combinations of impairments that would result in a high loading. We could consid-
er offering a lower loading with a longer waiting period. We will, however, always try to accommodate clients within 
the shortest waiting period available for their occupation. We are more likely to extend the seven-day waiting period 
to one month, than extend a one month waiting period to three months.

    OLD MUTUAL
There is no link between qualifi cations and waiting periods. Waiting periods under our Disability Income products 
are determined based on a variety of risk factors, for example, the level of risk the occupation presents, including the 
level of physical duties, amount of travel and industry specifi c risks. 

    PPS 
PPS does not have a three-month waiting period. We offer seven- and 30-day waiting periods only.

    SANLAM  
As per question 1(a), all occupations and qualifi cations that qualify for Income Protection cover with Sanlam will be 
able to have a waiting period of at least one month, with shorter options being available to the majority of clients. 

    QUESTION 3: 
What is an alternative to offering a three-month waiting period with 
100% pay-out for the abovementioned clients? Should we not consider 
shorter waiting periods with smaller pay-outs? What can you, as an 
insurer, allow or offer as advisers and planners must fi nd ways to look 
after clients, and experience with COVID-19 has shown us that waiting 
three months for any money will have disastrous consequences? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
BrightRock offers all clients who qualify for Temporary Disability cover a one-month waiting period. We only impose 
a longer waiting period for clients with higher risk occupations if they are booked off because of a condition we do 
not cover (we cover over 300 conditions on Temporary Disability cover). This has assisted many clients who were 
unable to access shorter waiting periods before.

    DISCOVERY 
Clients have the choice of different waiting periods. Discovery Life offers both a seven-day and one-month waiting 
period for clients who require shorter waiting periods, where they qualify.

?
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    FMI 
It was for this purpose that FMI developed our Event Based product, so that we can offer alternative cover to higher 
risk occupations that might be declined or only offered a 90-day waiting period with other insurers. Event Based 
cover is an alternative form of cover that lists events and impairments that the insured can claim for, as opposed to 
using an own occupation defi nition. An advantage of Event Based cover is that it provides cover from day one, so 
where the market restricts cover to a 90-day waiting period, Event Based cover may be the solution to fi ll that gap.

    HOLLARD 
Income Protection benefi ts cover the inability to perform their occupation due to an impairment or illness. Whereas 
business continuity cover would be more appropriate in times such as lockdown. Emergency funds should be an 
important consideration in planning.

    LIBERTY 
Offering shorter waiting periods with smaller pay-outs will be expensive and not necessarily meet client needs. It is 
possible to look at offering a shorter waiting period, with an extension of waiting period for those conditions that we 
worry about most for sensitive occupations; it’s not comprehensive cover but does offer some protection.

     1LIFE   
It is important to note that the waiting period and pay-out of the claim is not connected. However, the shorter the 
waiting period, the higher the risk of anti-selection, and of course, the premium will be higher, possibly making the 
policy unaffordable. Cover is dependent on the client’s expenses, and the premium is then based on what you need 
covered. It is also important to note that only 75% of income is covered, meaning not all expenses are covered. The 
75% replacement ratio factors in that other work-related costs would have reduced, so it should, in most cases, be 
suffi  cient.

    MOMENTUM 
Again, it is very important to distinguish between medical-event related events (of the direct insured life), and busi-
ness continuity, which is a totally separate topic and insured event. We explained our approach to occupations and 
waiting periods in question two above. Furthermore, we also have solutions for individuals who are in occupations 
which are not insurable from an Income Protection (occupationally based) perspective. For example, our Complete 
Functional Protector Benefi t, which offers tiered pay-outs between 25% and 100% for medical events that leads 
to a functional impairment (not directly related to one’s ability to perform one’s occupation). This benefi t provides 
monthly benefi t pay-outs for whole of life to cover the costs of additional medical and lifestyle adjustments related 
to functional impairment.

    OLD MUTUAL
A longer waiting period is often associated with the level of risk the occupation presents, including level of physical du-
ties, amount of travel and industry specifi c risks. Reducing the sum assured, therefore, does not eliminate those risks.
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?    QUESTION 4: 
Please give us some stats on the percentage of claims paid to 
clients who have a 
a) Seven-day waiting period: _____________
b) One month waiting period: _____________
c) Three month waiting period: _____________
d) Longer waiting periods: _____________

    BRIGHTROCK 
We are currently unable to provide any statistics because we only release statistics that we want the public to see, 
and that we can explain in detail during our claims showcase.

    DISCOVERY 
Claims counts for each waiting period are broadly in line with the distribution of the options selected on the Income 
Continuation benefi t across the book.

However, in the 2020 year, 22% of all claims can be attributed to individuals who are permanently unable to work. 
This 22% of claims accounts for 65% of the total amount paid out with respect to the Income Continuation benefi t. 
This highlights the importance and potential underappreciation of the permanent disability component of the In-
come Continuation benefi t. For permanently disabled clients, the lower upfront payments due to a waiting period are 
less important than the extended period over which their benefi t will pay out.  

    FMI 
During 2020, our claims on Income Protection were distributed between the three waiting periods as follows:
• 7 days - 73% of claims
• 30-days – 26% of claims
• 90 days – 1% of claims

We do not offer waiting periods longer than 90 days. Please note that we sell very little cover on a 90-day waiting 
period, which does result in fewer claims being paid on this waiting period.

     1LIFE 
No comment, due to us not having had any claims under Income Protection.

    MOMENTUM 
If we consider the Income Protection benefi ts which offers occupational disability, specifi cally, the split of the num-
ber of payments made in 2020 were as follows:
• Seven-day – 37%
• One month & 14 day – 40%
• Three-month – 12%
• Longer – 10%
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Liberty Group Ltd is a Licensed Insurer and Authorised Financial Services Provider (no. 2409). T’s & C’s Apply.

Your clients 
work hard for 
their money. 
Let’s make it count.
GROW their money
Young professionals are driven to grow their careers and build a better lifestyle. Help them protect their 
income and accumulate wealth with our fit-for-purpose risk and investment solutions. Our products provide 
the flexibility and suitable pricing that young professionals can afford to help them achieve their goals. 
As Financial Advisers, we can help you talk to your clients about how to GROW their hard-earned money.

PROTECT their lifestyle
Clients with established careers are focused on improving their earning potential in order to secure their 
family’s future. At this stage in their lives, they are looking to protect their money to ensure they stay afloat no 
matter what, as well as to provide a good education for their children. As Financial Advisers, we can help you 
talk to your clients about how to PROTECT their family’s lifestyle through our risk and investment solutions 
and affordable pricing options.

MAXIMISE their wealth
Mature professionals are at the life stage where they have accomplished their career goals despite major 
setbacks like the loss of a partner or the loss of an income. They are looking for value and ways to maximise their 
savings and build a legacy when they retire, not just for themselves but for their loved ones as well. As Financial 
Advisers, we can help you talk to your clients about how to MAXIMISE their wealth before retirement through 
our risk and investment solutions specific to their retirement needs.  

To help your clients build, protect and maximise their wealth, visit www.liberty.co.za today. 
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    PPS 
PPS offers seven- and 30-day waiting periods only.  

    SANLAM 
N/A as Sanlam does offer shorter waiting periods.

    QUESTION 5: 
Any stats and predictions you would like to share specifi cally from 
COVID-19 and COVID-19 related illnesses? What percentage of COV-
ID-19 income protection claims were paid for: 
a) Seven-day waiting period:  _____________
b) One month waiting period: _____________
c) Three month waiting period: _____________
d) Longer waiting periods: _____________

    BRIGHTROCK 
We are currently unable to provide any statistics because we only release statistics that we want the public to see, 
and that we can explain in detail during our claims showcase.

    DISCOVERY 
We can only disclose information up until the end of 2020 due to regulations surrounding information which is not 
yet public. Providing COVID-19 claims which only relate to 2020 data would provide a skewed distribution since 
most of South Africa’s COVID-19 related claims occurred in the second and third wave (whose related claims will be 
part of our 2021 claims data). We undertake to provide this information to youlater after the release of our Annual 
Results.

    FMI 
During 2020, 31.2% of our Income Protection claims were paid for minor infections (mainly being COVID-19 related).  
Our COVID-19 claims on income protection were distributed between those three waiting periods as follows:
a) 7 days - 86% of claims
b) 30-days – 13% of claims
c) 90 days – 1% of claims

    HOLLARD 
We do not have the actual claim stats, but most of the claims submitted were for seven-day waiting periods. They 
normally paid for 14 days. 

     1LIFE 
No comment, as we have not had any income protection claims under COVID-19.

    MOMENTUM 
COVID-19 specifi c income protection claims, not surprisingly, is concentrated around the shorter waiting periods 
because the typical time booked off for COVID-19 is roughly 14 days.
• 7-day – 91%
• 14-day or one month – 9%

?
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Where we made payments on the one month waiting period, it was typically for someone who had extra complica-
tions because of COVID-19.

    PPS 
We do not split our claims at this level, however, the majority of our claims in general are for short durations. i.e., 
seven-days.

    SANLAM 
We do not have claim stats readily available that are split by waiting periods.

    QUESTION 6: 
When a person did not contract COVID-19, but was in direct contact 
with a COVID-19 positive person and they had to self-isolate for 10 
days, would you pay the claim under the 7-day waiting period?

    BRIGHTROCK 
No, as they have not been diagnosed with any condition or been booked off work by their doctor. To pay out a claim 
on the BrightRock product, we rely on a diagnosis. 

    DISCOVERY 
No, our Income Continuation benefi t provides protection against the client being unable to work because of them 
being ill or involved in an accident. Self-isolating does not meet this defi nition as the client is not ill. We will only pay 
out if the client has tested positive for the COVID-19 virus. 

    FMI 
A positive test is required before we will pay a claim for COVID-19, so in this example, only having to isolate for being 
in contact with someone with COVID-19 and not testing positive for COVID-19 will not result in a claim being paid.

    HOLLARD 
No, they had to produce a positive COVID test.

    LIBERTY 
No. Objective medical evidence is required for a claim to be assessed and paid. As such, direct contact without any 
further medical evidence would not qualify for a claim payment. All other policy terms and conditions will need to be 
satisfi ed for the claim to be paid.

     1LIFE 
At 1Life, the seven-day waiting period does not apply. 

    MOMENTUM 
No, we would only pay for clients who tested positive for COVID-19.

    OLD MUTUAL
No; to claim from an Income Protection benefi t a client needs to have suffered a confi rmed illness or injury to qualify. 
The claims will be assessed based on the terms and conditions of the contract.
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    PPS 
Policyholders who are asymptomatic following exposure to a known COVID-19 case can claim for the quarantine 
period, as advised by their medical practitioner, a government authority, or the National Institute of Communicable 
Diseases (NICD), subject to a maximum of 10 days.

    SANLAM 
Since the start of the pandemic, Sanlam has defi ned specifi c scenarios when we would pay for COVID-19 under our 
Sickness Income and Temporary Income benefi ts, over and above our normal claim event defi nitions. These scenar-
ios were reviewed as and when we gained more knowledge of the pandemic, as testing became more readily avail-
able, etc. At the beginning, for instance, we paid claims for clients who had to isolate after travelling from high-risk 
countries but have since removed that scenario when the situation around travelling changed. Similarly, with direct 
contact situations we have been paying for these scenarios but have since made changes to only pay for COVID-
19-related claims if it is accompanied by a COVID-19 positive test or if it meets the normal claims requirement of 
being placed on sick leave or being unable to work due to illness, depending on the type of income benefi t.

    QUESTION 7: 
According to your claim stats, what is the average period of an 
income protection claim under each waiting period? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
We are currently unable to provide any statistics because we only release statistics that we want the public to see, 
and that we can explain in detail during our claims showcase. 

    DISCOVERY 
In the 2020 year, 22% of all claims can be attributed to individuals who are permanently unable to work. This 22% of 
claims accounts for 65% of the total amount paid out with respect to the Income Continuation benefi t. This high-
lights the importance and potential underappreciation of the permanent disability component of the Income Con-
tinuation benefi t. For such clients, who become permanently disabled, the lower pay-outs upfront due to the waiting 
period is minor when compared to the extended period over which their benefi t will pay out.  

    FMI 
During 2020, our claims on income protection were for (on average):
a) 7 days – 53 days
b) 30-days – 145 days
c) 90 days – 375 days

Our claims experience in prior years showed longer average claim periods for a seven-day waiting period and the 
2020 average is lower due to relatively short COVID-19 claims. COVID-19 claims were (on average) paid for 18 days. 
Policies with shorter waiting periods will have more short term claims eligible, which is why the average durations 
are typically shorter for a seven-day waiting period compared to a 30-day or 90 day waiting period, where the claims 
will be for more serious conditions that have lasted longer. 

     1LIFE 
1Life had no claims under Income Protection.

    MOMENTUM 
The average number of payments we made thus far in our history, per waiting period, is shown in the table below. 

?
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Note that a couple of factors can determine the number of payments made, for example, the exact diagnosis. On the 
seven-day and 14-day waiting period versions, the frequency of payments is initially also weekly, and after a month, 
switches to monthly payments. Whether a claim is deemed permanent in nature will also play a role, therefore, we 
split out the average for all types of claims combined, versus the claims which are not deemed permanent in nature:

All claims (Permanent and Temporary) Temporary claims only

7-days 5.3 4.8

14-days 2.5 2.5

1-month 5.4 4.0

3-month 19.3 10.7

6-month 27.1 12.6

12 months 22.9 7.1

24 months 25.4 13.8

    PPS 
We do not have stats at this level currently, however, the majority of our claims in general are for short durations. i.e., 
seven-days.

    SANLAM 
We do not have such stats readily available.

    QUESTION 8: 
Has your underwriting changed since the inception of COVID-19, or are 
there any new terms and conditions or loadings and exclusions advis-
ers and clients should be aware of? Please list automatic exclusions 
specifi cally if there are any. 

    BRIGHTROCK 
Yes, we have become quite cautious in underwriting and extending cover to clients who have recently had or are cur-
rently suffering from COVID-19. We can defer the application for up to three months if the client has not fully recov-
ered at the time they apply for cover.

We do have an automatic endorsement for clients who purchase Temporary Disability insurance, with a seven-day 
waiting period. It increases the waiting period for notifi able infectious diseases (such as COVID-19) to one month, 
unless the client is hospitalised for more than 48 hours. This only applies to new BrightRock clients and clients who 
upgrade to our most recent rate set. Existing policyholders will not be affected.

    DISCOVERY 
Yes, new business clients with PayBacks who have been fully vaccinated by their fi rst policy anniversary will get 
rewarded with their maximum applicable premium PayBack for the fi rst year of their policy, guaranteed. Certain new 
business clients, depending on their age and risk profi le, who do not commit to vaccination may be charged an extra 
loading on their life cover. The comprehensiveness of our cover on all our benefi ts has remained the same through-
out the pandemic. Further, we have not applied COVID-19 exclusions on new policies – many companies have insti-
tuted these on some of the shorter waiting periods
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    FMI 
We do not currently impose any automatic exclusions for COVID-19. The main areas in our underwriting guidelines 
that are currently impacted are: Healthcare workers and someone who has had COVID-19 in the past. These clients 
will qualify for a minimum waiting period of 30-days for income protection, although we might consider a shorter 
waiting period on an individual basis depending on the COVID-19 symptoms experienced and time since recovery.

    HOLLARD 
Please refer to previous answer.

    LIBERTY 
Please see answer to question 8 under critical illness

     1LIFE 
No, our underwriting has not changed, and we are not applying any additional loadings or exclusions. 

    MOMENTUM 
Our approach has not changed signifi cantly since COVID-19 fi rst made its presence known to us. We have not intro-
duced any new automatic or contractual exclusion. The current practice (subject to review) on all new business poli-
cies is that we will allow the cover with short duration waiting periods, but we will impose a restriction that extends 
the waiting period for COVID-19 related claims. This applies to seven-day and 14 day waiting periods. Clients are 
presented with a counteroffer which they sign, which sets out the wording of the restriction. Refer to the following 
wording: “The following is applicable to the seven-day and 14 day waiting periods: the waiting period in terms of this 
benefi t will be extended to one month for any claim event which occurs as a result of a respiratory tract infection, 
including SARS Cov-2/ COVID-19/ Coronavirus.”

    OLD MUTUAL 
At Old Mutual, we have not introduced any new loadings or exclusions related to COVID-19. However, a postpone-
ment period of four weeks will be applicable to clients who have tested positive for COVID-19 or clients who are 
experiencing COVID-19 symptoms. Cover can, therefore, be considered from week fi ve, provided that the client has 
fully recovered with no signs or symptoms of the disease. Clients will continue to be medically underwritten, based 
on their health status at the time of applying for cover. Also, note that a COVID-19 extension to the waiting period on 
seven-day Disability Income benefi ts apply. We will continue to monitor our experience to inform our underwriting 
practices. 

    PPS 
As COVID-19 is a novel virus, medical science is continuously learning as experience is gained. PPS continues to 
monitor available medical research and makes adjustment to our underwriting approach as appropriate. As an 
example, PPS may apply an additional temporary COVID-19 loading for applicants with existing medical conditions 
that may expose them to a higher risk of COVID-19 complications, should they contract the virus. Where the cumu-
lative risk factors are signifi cant, this may result in some benefi t types not being made available to applicants. PPS 
has continued to underwrite and accept new and additional business applications for all product types through the 
pandemic period. No changes were made to members existing products.

    SANLAM 
Our underwriting philosophy did not change; however, we are more cautious about underlying illnesses which are 
more likely to have an increased risk with COVID-19. The Sanlam benefi t does not have any automatic COVID-19 
exclusions. Any exclusions will be specifi c to the life insured and his or her health.
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?    QUESTION 9: 
Can you give us an example or two of actual COVID-19 claims paid 
under the Income Protection benefi t? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
A Financial Adviser. Age 33. Female. Waiting period (include in answer if claim was backdated): seven-days, back-
dated to day one. Claim payment period: 14 days. Claim payment amount: R13 808. Was it a partial or full payment: 
full payment.

    DISCOVERY 
a) Business owner. 46. Female. Waiting period (include in answer if claim was backdated): one month (not back-

dated). Claim payment period: 06/07/2020 – 26/10/2020. Claim payment amount: R90 480. Was it a partial or 
full payment? Full. Pay-outs are dependent on the sum assured. 

b) Medical doctor. 46. Male. Waiting period (include in answer if claim was backdated) – seven days (backdated 
– retrospective claims are standard on our 7-day waiting period option). Claim payment period: 2021/01/03 – 
2021/01/26. Claim payment amount: R47 548 86. Was it a partial or full payment? Full. Pay-outs are dependent 
on the sum assured.

    FMI 
a)  Medical Doctor. 62. Male. Waiting period: Seven-day retrospective waiting period. Claim payment period: 365 

days. Claim payment amount: R367 108. Was it a partial or full payment? Full payment. This was the client’s 9th 
successful Income Protection claim since starting his policy in 2000. 

b)  Cartoon Artist. 33. Male. Waiting period: seven-day retrospective waiting period. Claim payment period: 14 days. 
Claim payment amount: R18 862. Was it a partial or full payment? Full payment. This client had the Event Based 
version of our product that offers temporary Income Protection cover from day 1 for the most common events. 

    HOLLARD 
A Broker. Age 67. Male. Waiting period (include in answer if claim was backdated): seven days and back dated. Claim 
payment period: 39 days. Claim payment amount: R140 000. Was it a partial or full payment? Full payment. Paid 
longer than 14 days, as he was released on home oxygen and could not get around.

    LIBERTY 
a) Self-employed jeweller. 55. Male. One month waiting period. Claim payment period: one month. Claim payment 

amount: R23 825. Full payment. 
b) Charted Accountant. 54. Male. One month waiting period. Claim payment period: 83 days. Claim payment 

amount: R100 000 for 2 months and 23 days. Full payment. 

     1LIFE 
Not applicable, due to 1Life not having had a claim under our Income Protection benefi t.

    MOMENTUM 
A Pharmacist. Age 50. Female. Waiting period (include in answer if claim was backdated): Seven-days (claim was 
paid retrospectively). Claim payment period: two weeks. Claim payment amount: R25 500 (client had an Income 
Protector and a Temporary Income Protector benefi t). Was it a partial or full payment: full payment.

    OLD MUTUAL 
An Industrial Pharmacist. Age 45. Male. Waiting period (include in answer if claim was backdated): Sickness Income 
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benefi t, seven-day waiting period. Claim payment period: two and a half months. Claim payment amount: R125 000. 
Was it a partial or full payment? Full payment. This client suffered from COVID-19 early during lockdown, in 2020. He 
had severe vertigo, an extreme symptom of COVID-19, for six weeks and could not work. He was only working at his 
company for two months and did not have much annual or sick leave days due to him. His Sickness Income benefi t 
paid him monthly amounts, which meant he was still able to cover his fi nancial obligations.

    PPS 
1)  A Dentist. Age 67. Male. Waiting period (include in answer if claim was backdated): seven-day waiting period, 

paid retrospectively from day one. Claim payment period: 62 days. Claim payment amount: R80 866.60. Was it a 
partial or full payment? Full payment.

2)  A Medical Doctor. Age 51. Male. Waiting period (include in answer if claim was backdated): seven-day waiting 
period, paid retrospectively from day one. Claim payment period: 10 days. Claim payment amount: R23 886.50. 
Was it a partial or full payment? Full payment.

    SANLAM 
1)  A Doctor. Age 36. Female. Waiting period (include in answer if claim was backdated): seven-days backdated. 

Claim payment period: 10 days. Claim payment amount R19 763. Was it a partial or full payment? Full payment 
for 10 days. Client tested positive for COVID-19 and was booked off sick for 10 days.

2)  A Dentist. Age 54. Male. Waiting period (include in answer if claim was backdated): seven-days backdated. Claim 
payment period 10 days. Claim payment amount: R54 516. Was it a partial or full payment? Full payment for 10 
days. The client’s wife tested positive for COVID-19, and he was booked off for 10 days to isolate. (As mentioned 
earlier, going forward such a scenario would require a Covid positive test for a claim to be considered.)
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Life  •  Disability  • Critical Illness

Hollard Life Select is simply what you need. 
When presented with too many choices, it’s hard for customers to decide 
on the perfect product to purchase for themselves and their families. 

With Hollard Life Select, you only pay for the cover that you need 

How do you win with Hollard Life Select?
• A product that is easy to understand and clarity on promise 

and obligations.

• Leave a lasting legacy for you and your family. After all, it’s all about 
how the product will serve you once you are gone.

Choose well, Spend less, Make it last.
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    QUESTION 1: 
It is a well-known fact that more clients have Capital/Lump Sum 
Disability compared to Income Protection. In your opinion, what are 
the real reasons for this? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
We have realised that clients view a single large sum of cover, such as R10 million, more favourably than a monthly 
fi gure of R50 000, as it sounds like more money. Another reason is that the fi nancial adviser believes they can add 
more value by assisting in the investment of the R10 million lump sum at the time of claim, than if the insurer simply 
made a pay-out. Finally, clients and advisers believe that if they qualify for a claim payment but only live for a short 
period afterwards, they would have received the full lump sum from the insurer, whereas an Income Protection policy 
would have paid for three or four months and then stopped once the client died.

    DISCOVERY 
There tends to be a higher take up of Capital Disability cover over Income Continuation benefi ts due to the following 
reasons:
• Disability cover is generally used to cover bonds and liabilities, as well as large upfront expenses associated with 

a diability and is therefore more appropriate than ICB for these purposes.
• Disability cover appears cheaper than Income Protection products because many people underestimate the value 

of earning your income for the rest of your life (monthly amounts sound much lower than lump sums but very 
quickly add up). For example, assuming a life expectancy of 80 years, in-claims escalation, and a discount rate of 
5% and a ICB sum assured of R50 000, a client will receive on average R30 million over the lifetime from Income 
Continuation benefi t. When comparing R50 000 a month against a lump sum of R30 million, the lump sum ap-
pears to be more valuable. 

• Many employed individuals already have Income Protection under group risk policies.

    FMI 
There are several possible reasons:
• Income Protection is a newer benefi t offered by insurers to individuals, so historically, Capital Disability has been 

sold for a longer period and would then make up a bigger proportion of current in-force cover;  
• More traditional advisers are probably less likely to sell Income Protection than Capital Disability due to eligibility 

criteria (e.g., targeted at professionals and self-employed lives);
• Historically, it was seen as a benefi t appropriate for the self-employed who might not have adequate sick leave or 

group disability cover and salaried individuals might have assumed their group cover suffi  ciently covers them;  
• In the hierarchy of insurance needs, some advisers may take the view that providing for rarer, life changing events 

(the ones covered by Capital Disability), is more important than providing for the more common, less signifi cant 
events (the ones covered by Income Protection). However, in our experience, even a short period without an in-
come is a serious event; 

• Because Capital Disability only pays for permanent disabilities, while Income Protection pays for both permanent 
and temporary disabilities, Income Protection cover might appear more expensive compared to Capital Disabil-
ity. This is compounded by the fact that the cover amount for Capital Disability is a lump sum that would appear 
much larger than the cover amount specifi ed as an income-on-income protection benefi t; and

• Income Protection is arguably a more complicated benefi t to understand and sell, and the underwriting process 
can be more complicated.

?
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    HOLLARD 
It is likely due to personal choice and should form part of the advice process. We see the need for both lump sum 
benefi ts for major events, and monthly payment for shorter periods to assist with ongoing expenses.

    LIBERTY 
The Absolute Protector benefi t pays a lump sum if the policyholder is occupationally disabled or impaired, whilst 
the Income Protector pays out a monthly amount if the policyholder is occupationally disabled or impaired. As such, 
although the pay-out criteria is similar, the form of the pay-out is different. There is certainly a need for both of these 
benefi ts. It is important for Advisers to understand the needs of the client and inform the client on the appropriate 
combination of these benefi ts. Based on the data we have, we fi nd that both of these benefi ts are being taken up by 
clients, further reinforcing the fact that there is a need for both of these benefi ts.

     1LIFE 
Income Protection cover is perceived to be expensive. However, it is arguably more appropriate to cover income 
replacement. 

    MOMENTUM 
This could be because people believe that Lump Sum Disability benefi ts are cheaper or less complicated than 
Income Protection. It is also possible that people may prefer the fl exibility and choice that a lump sum pay-out 
provides. The other possibility could be that people are more concerned (or only made aware of) about the fi nancial 
impact of a permanent disability than a temporary one, e.g., a client may only be concerned with settling debt fol-
lowing a permanent disability instead of missing a few bond payment debit orders because of a temporary disability.

The reality, however, is that Income Protection is a much more affordable way to insure one’s ability to earn an 
income and it covers short-term illnesses as well (as opposed to the requirement to being disabled permanently 
under Capital Disability). Momentum Myriad recently launched a benefi t that provides for both income and lump 
sum needs at claim stage, without the need to make that selection at point of sale. The Permanent Disability En-
hancer Benefi t, as an optional rider benefi t, can be added to the Complete Income Protector benefi t. This rider benefi t 
was designed to provide the best features of both Income Disability and Lump Sum Disability at an affordable price. 
When selecting this rider benefi t, a client has the fl exibility to commute a part, or all, of their future monthly Income 
Protection pay-outs to a lump sum pay-out whenever they choose to; once a permanent disability or impairment 
claim was assessed and approved. We believe this is an affordable approach to catering for both income replace-
ment and lump sum needs under a single benefi t. 

    OLD MUTUAL 
Clients tend to understand products that pay out a single lump sum amount better than those which pay out a 
monthly income. They also prefer to receive a large sum of money as opposed to monthly sums of money. It may 
also possibly be because Income products are relatively new, compared to single payment products. However, at Old 
Mutual, we believe that clients need both single amount and monthly payment products because each satisfy differ-
ent needs. Single amount products are great to help with the large and once-off expenses associated with a disabil-
ity. Monthly payment products are ideal to help clients afford the ongoing expenses that come with their disability 
and to see to their monthly fi nancial responsibilities. 

    SANLAM 
There could be various reasons, one likely being that clients do not necessarily appreciate the value of a relatively 
smaller monthly pay-out over a long period, compared to a large once-off pay-out. For example, R30k per month 
can seem like a small pay-out compared to a R1m lump sum, with the client not understanding that it can amount to 
much more than R1m if paid over a longer term. If they are, however, offered two quotes for the same premium, one 
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paying what seems to be a small monthly amount, and the other what seems to be a large lump sum, many might 
choose the lump sum. It is imperative for the intermediary to explain the advantages of each benefi t for the client to 
make an informed decision.

    QUESTION 2: 
Can you share some Capital/Lump sum disability claims 
stats with us that is directly linked to COVID-19?

    BRIGHTROCK 
We have received a relatively low number of permanent disability claims related to COVID-19 at this early stage and 
are unable to provide any claims stats now. 

    DISCOVERY 
There has been a negligible impact on Capital Disability statistics at this stage. COVID-19 has mainly impacted the 
Life Cover, Income Continuation benefi t and Severe Illness benefi ts. 

    FMI 
We have not paid out any Capital Disability claims linked to COVID-19 at this stage.

    HOLLARD 
Hollard only had two claims for permanently capital disability, one deferred for improving lung functions and one 
paid as the damage to the lungs were severe.

    LIBERTY 
No COVID-19 claims have been paid in 2020 for the Capital Disability benefi t.

     1LIFE 
We have not had any claims under Capital Disability.

    MOMENTUM 
Even though we have seen a small number of possible claims because of COVID-19 complications for Lump Sum 
Disability or Functional Impairment benefi ts, none of them have yet met the requirements for a total and permanent-
ly disabled defi nition or a functional impairment defi nition (after maximum medical improvement). Most clients who 
had ongoing complications after contracting COVID-19 still need to complete their treatment before permanency 
can be established, or before maximum medical improvement has been reached.

    OLD MUTUAL 
There was an increase in respiratory system disorder claims (from 1% in 2019 to 3% in 2020). This is likely due to 
claims associated with COVID-19. 

    PPS 
We have not paid any disability claims related to COVID-19 claims yet.

    SANLAM 
We have had no claims to date, but there might be claims in the future.
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    QUESTION 3: 
Does your company offer Life Income? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
BrightRock offers an income that can be paid for the client's entire life if they qualify for a permanent disability claim 
before their chosen retirement age. They will receive their monthly disability claim payment, which would increase 
annually on their policy anniversary if they chose the escalating cover. We will make a one-time payment that repre-
sents their future income payments for the rest of their life (for as long as they were expected to live when they took 
out their policy, not considering their specifi c condition and prognosis) when they reach their selected retirement 
age.

    DISCOVERY 
Yes, Discovery Life offers a Whole of Life option on our Income Continuation benefi t. Empowered by our Vitality 
program, our clients are living longer than the average South African. Clients are tending to retire later to account 
for this increased longevity. This creates a need for Income Protection products which last for all of life which we 
provide with our Income Continuation Benefi t which is automatically for Whole of Life.

In the graph below, the bars show the difference in the present value of Income Protection pay-outs between a 
permanently disabled client with a Whole of Life option (turquoise bars), compared to Income Protection expiring 
at age 65 (grey bars). This is assuming the client passes away at age 85, which is in line with our engaged Vitality 
members.

This is contrasted against the risk of disability which increases with age.

    FMI 
Yes, we do.

?
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    HOLLARD 
We have three types of income benefi ts: Death Income, which provides an income to the benefi ciary on the death in 
the insured, Disability Income and a Long-term Care benefi t, that can pay out if a person is in need of long-term care, 
temporarily or permanently. 

    LIBERTY 
Yes.

     1LIFE 
No, we do not offer it at this stage.

    MOMENTUM 
It is not clear what Life Income means as it is not a standardised term within the Life Insurance industry, especially 
for Lumpsum Disability. However, Momentum offers both Death Income and Whole of Life Income Protection ben-
efi ts.

    OLD MUTUAL 
Yes. Old Mutual Life Income cover pays monthly payments when the insured person dies. The income is guaranteed 
for at least fi ve years or to the end of the selected term.

    PPS 
No, we offer Lump Sum Disability cover benefi ts.
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    SANLAM 
Yes, we offer a Death Income benefi t. Or are you referring to Disability Income benefi ts paying impairment cover for 
life? We offer both.

    QUESTION 4: 
Times are tough. When my client cannot pay the premium for his full 
cover, and he had to downscale in terms of expenses, what can I do? I 
am the adviser; I am the fi nancial planner… surely, I cannot just let my 
client cancel after he/she has paid for many years. 
    QUESTION 4(a): 
Can we not allow restructuring of policies and premiums to a certain 
extent, instead of applying for a new policy with new underwriting cri-
teria? How can we accommodate clients? 

    BRIGHTROCK  
BrightRock does assist clients with payment arrangements if they are unable to pay their premiums for a period, but 
there are a couple of product features that clients can also use. They can turn off annual cover escalations, lower 
their current premium, and then turn them back on within the next three years with only a declaration of health. 
Another thing we allow is reducing cover, and if the client keeps some of their extra cover buy-up, they'll be able to 
increase cover in the future without having to tell us about their health, subject to certain terms and conditions.

    DISCOVERY 
Discovery Life allows the down-servicing of policies. Whilst Discovery Life has seen increasing trends in claim rates, 
the business has continued to put its clients fi rst and ensure that they are protected from the fi nancial consequenc-
es of COVID-19. Four market-leading premium relief options helped provide the most vulnerable client groups with 
cover fl exibility and sustainability around their life insurance premiums. Almost 12 000 individual clients made use 
of the premium relief options which kept over R70 billion worth of cover in force during a time when clients needed 
their cover most. The value in this initiative is refl ected by the fact that almost R130 million in claims has been paid 
to clients who made use of premium relief, either during or after their relief period.

    HOLLARD 
We have a Future cover option that allows clients to bank cover and pay a reduced premium for the time when af-
fordability is a challenge. They can, at the available option events, take up the cover again and pay full premium. In 
addition, a client is allowed cancel their voluntary increases, or reduce cover during the policy term. 

    LIBERTY 
Liberty’s fl agship Lifestyle Protector risk product already had embedded fl exibility options that allowed for custom-
ers to make changes to cover and premiums to withstand any fi nancial pressures. In addition, our Financial Protec-
tor benefi t allows for customers to build up a buffer that can be used to cover premiums in times of need.

     1LIFE 
Yes, we can reduce cover. We can currently only offer a lesser sum assured. We are, however, investigating other 
possible products where we can offer fl exible premiums. In addition, at 1Life we have an offering in place - where a 
client has been impacted by COVID-19 and may not be able to afford the current premium, the sum assured can be 
reduced for a period of time to an affordable premium and placed back again without any penalties.

?
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?

    MOMENTUM 
Financial advisers can revisit their clients’ fi nancial planning and reduce or change benefi ts to a level that is more 
affordable. They can also change their premium pattern, remove, or temporarily pause their voluntary cover growth. 
A better choice might potentially be for them to engage in our wellness and rewards programs to reduce their premi-
ums, as opposed to them losing all their cover.

    OLD MUTUAL 
Old Mutual’s solutions give the client fl exibility, allowing clients to remove the benefi ts or reduce the cover they can-
not afford to have at that moment. The great thing is that they can add them on again at a later stage. Clients can 
also change premium patterns to pay a more suitable premium at that stage. 

    PPS 
PPS members have two options available to them:
1. We allow members who cannot maintain their risk cover for a temporary period, the ability to stop paying premi-

ums related to living benefi ts, for a period of up to 12 months. This is known as Temporary Cessation of Paying 
Premiums (TCPP); or

2. They can apply to pay for their premiums using their Profi t-Share Account. Members may choose to use their 
Profi t-Share Account to pay for premiums. They can use this option if they have accumulated suffi  cient funds 
in their Profi t-Share Account. These members can make use of this option to pay their premiums for as long as 
they need to, if suffi  cient funds are available. These premiums also never need to be repaid.

    QUESTION 4(b): 
A certain product provider offered a premium holiday during COVID-19, in 2020, during which term only 
20% of the benefi ts would have paid out if a claim arose. Would you consider or do you have the option 
to reduce benefi ts and premium for a specifi c period with a guaranteed re-instatement option to original 
cover before the reduction? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
BrightRock did something similar during the 2020 lockdown, where clients could reduce their cover and premiums 
for some time, before increasing them back to pre-lockdown levels, all without medical underwriting. This, however, 
is not a standard feature that we provide to our clients.

    DISCOVERY 
Discovery Life’s four market leading options helped provide the most vulnerable client groups with cover fl exibility 
and sustainability around their life insurance premiums. Our Premium Relief Option is the only option in the market 
that allows policyholders to retain their full life insurance cover while paying no premium on their Discovery Life 
Plan. Under the Premium Relief Option, qualifying policyholders approved by Discovery Life can draw down from 
future Health or Vitality Integrator PayBacks to pay for their Discovery Life Plan premiums. 

We are still offering the Premium Relief options for clients, as well as an option to service down cover to either 75%, 
50% or 25% of their cover amount to retain some cover and maintain an affordable premium. They can service their 
policies back up to the original levels of cover, free of underwriting, after three months. 

    HOLLARD 
During lockdown we offer an option that the client can use once off. Their cover amount is reduced to 50% of the 
sum assured for a period of three months, and the client can pay the reduced premium. Benefi ts are reinstated 
automatically without any underwriting. We also extended our grace period on policies. The standard requirement is 
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that all premiums must be paid within a period of 30-days, this was extended to 90 days with the conditional clause 
that should a claim event happen, the arrear premiums will be deducted off the sum assured. Those clients with fl exi 
cover had the ability to “bank”. At any time, they are also able to permanently reduce/restructure to suit their pock-
ets. These options are still available for those clients who have not made use of this option.

    LIBERTY 
For our Lifestyle Protector policyholders, our premium fl ex option allows policyholders to reduce premiums (with a 
corresponding benefi t reduction) for a period of three months, with the premiums and benefi ts automatically revert-
ing to the original level without needing to be underwritten.

     1LIFE 
We are investigating possible options in this regard.

    MOMENTUM 
Myriad was the fi rst provider to offer clients, who were totally unable to pay their life insurance premiums, a premium 
holiday for a specifi c number of months during COVID-19; with the special concession of an ex-gratia pay-out of 
20% on death. To offer clients a standard voluntary option to reduce cover for a while, only to increase it again later 
on, represents too much anti-selection risk and could have all sorts of moral dilemmas at claims stage as well. 

Insurers are also businesses that are operating on similar business principles to any other businesses or clients 
affected by COVID-19 and the lockdown. They sell a commodity (life insurance) at a competitive market related 
price. Insurance is based on the principle of risk pooling where the premiums paid by all clients fund, amongst other 
things, the cost of benefi t payments for clients who claim during a particular period. This is a complex process con-
sidering several risk factors, premium fl ows, persistency, expenses, expected claims, etc. Based on all these factors, 
a fair and competitive premium is charged for the level of cover provided to all the clients. Therefore, if all clients get 
a premium holiday, recouping premiums only from clients who claim, does not provide a solution to fund a premium 
holiday for all.

Asking for a premium holiday on life insurance is like going to a supermarket, asking them to give you a perishable 
food item, like lettuce, and then only expecting to pay for it when you consume it. The supermarket must still pay for 
the perishable items, provide enough stock for all their clients who normally buy it and pay for it and incur normal 
business expenses (staff, infrastructure, stock, supply chain expenses, etc.) to provide the goods. If everyone wants 
to enjoy the benefi t of having it available, but the supermarket only gets paid retrospectively, and only by the clients 
who benefi tted from consuming the item, they would not be able to provide it to all their clients and still stay in busi-
ness.

    OLD MUTUAL 
This is not standard practice, however, as part of the premium relief initiatives during the fi rst wave of the pandemic 
in South Africa, Old Mutual offered clients the option to take a three-month break from paying premiums but they 
could still qualify for a 25% pay-out of their cover amount in the event of a claim (subject to a limit of R3 million). In 
addition to that, we offered clients the option to temporarily reduce their cover and increase it back to the original 
cover amount within three months, without a declaration of health. Old Mutual products do have a variety of pre-
mium relief options, including the option to pay premiums for 11 months and select a month where no premium is 
payable. Old Mutual does consider other premium relief options but has not yet decided to implement any of the 
COVID-19 relief measures as standard features.

    PPS 
Refer to Temporary Cessation of Paying Premiums (TCPP) rules above.
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?    QUESTION 4(c): 
Would this not be benefi cial to retain clients otherwise churned? Your comment? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
We will always try, where possible, to keep a BrightRock policy in force rather than having another insurer take over 
the cover. And when the country experienced an unusually high number of non-earners, we made a similar facility 
available to our policyholders. If clients are unable to come up with a plan, our credit control and conservation teams 
are always willing to assist.

    FMI 
All three questions answered below:

We have several options that were built into our product well before COVID-19 and lockdown, that advisers were able 
to successfully use to prevent their clients from losing cover. These options include:
• Policyholders can freeze their cover for three or six months. There is no cover or premiums during the freeze pe-

riod and cover reinstates without any underwriting at the end of the freeze period.
• The Reinstatement Option allows policyholders to reduce cover and premiums, and then reinstate cover to the 

original amount at the next policy anniversary without any underwriting.
• The Sabbatical Option allows people to adjust their policy and keep cover in place while they may not be working. 

Policies can then be converted back to the way they were structured before they stopped working without medical 
underwriting.

• When premiums are missed, the policyholder has a 60-day Grace period to make payment before the policy is 
cancelled.

During 2020, advisers and clients made good use of these built-in options and we were happy that these options 
prevented many of our policies from lapsing. New applicants who cannot afford to insure as much as they would like 
to now, can make use of Future Cover Protector to increase their cover without underwriting at a later stage. 

    HOLLARD 
Yes, all the previously set out options were used effectively to assist clients and help clients keep their policy in 
force. 

    LIBERTY 
During the Covid-19 pandemic and associated lockdowns, existing insurance coverage became far more appreci-
ated than before. As such, giving customers the ability to retain this coverage was an imperative for Liberty, and 
we ensured that the existing options were retained, refi ned and rolled out to give clients peace of mind when they 
needed it most. The intention is not only to prevent churn of customers, but to demonstrate to them how we are in it 
with them in maintaining their insurance coverage at a time when they need it most.           

     1LIFE 
We are investigating the possibility of offering fl exible premiums on some of our products. 

    MOMENTUM 
As a company we were the fi rst to provide a premium pause option. We also provide for all the alternative ways of 
making cover affordable as explained above. If a client still cannot afford their cover and lapse their policy, they can 
contact Momentum to explore other options to reinstate their cover. We strongly encourage clients to explore all the 
available alternatives before lapsing their cover, as wherever a client goes afterwards, they will be subject to under-
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writing again. If they are much older than when they bought their original cover, affordability might become a real 
problem. 

    OLD MUTUAL 
As per above.

    PPS 
The two options mentioned above did play a big part in helping our policyholders in their time of need, while also re-
taining business and assisting advisers to keep their client’s business on the books. The above options are business 
rules that we had in place before, during and beyond COVID-19 and its resultant effects. Our members, therefore, 
have fl exibility. What has been encouraging though, is that we have seen a huge increase in members re-instating 
their benefi ts and paying premiums the normal way, via debit order. This shows that members use these options 
only, when necessary, as they understand the need for their cover and in the instance of using the Profi t-Share Ac-
count, members want to realise this benefi t when it vests, at age 60 or beyond.

    SANLAM 
All three questions answered below.

During the COVID-19 period, Sanlam offered clients a few different options to retain their policies and help them get 
back on track with their fi nancial plans. Indeed, restructuring cover to a level that is affordable, but still addresses 
the need is the fi rst option that is always available. (Question a above) We also offered a premium holiday option 
(question b above), which is still available in fact, under which full cover is automatically reinstated when premiums 
are resumed after three months. Full cover continues during the fi rst month of the holiday, after which free Death 
and Disability cover, at a level of 25%, provides a valuable level of protection for the next two months, before premi-
ums must be resumed. We also temporarily offered a third option during the initial stages of the pandemic, under 
which cover could be temporarily reduced, and then increased later to previous levels without new underwriting, or 
with only limited underwriting. All these options proved very successful to retain our clients during these diffi  cult 
times.

    QUESTION 5: 
Rewards programme

    QUESTION 5(a): 
Do you have a rewards programme? 

    BRIGHTROCK 
No, we don’t have a rewards programme.

    DISCOVERY 
Yes, Discovery Vitality rewards engagement in health and wellness for our clients.  

    FMI 
No, we don’t have a rewards programme. 

    HOLLARD 
No, we don’t have a rewards programme.

?
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    LIBERTY 
Our Addlib benefi t is a cashback programme that rewards customers for being Liberty policyholders. This cashback 
benefi t is determined by the extent of risk and investment products that make up their overall portfolio. Any accrued 
benefi t is also paid as part of any valid claim pay out and is not lost to customers when they claim. Enhancing this is 
our Wellness Bonus, which allows for our policyholders to benefi t from the effort they put into their health and well-
ness through offering cashback based on their status on an accredited wellness programme. This Wellness Bonus is 
simple in nature, with no complex integrations and interactions, which translates into a cashback for our customers 
living healthy lives.

     1LIFE 
We are working on a rewards programme currently, which we will bring to the market soon.

    MOMENTUM 
Yes. Myriad offers clients a rewards programme called Momentum Interactive, which gives clients access to dis-
counts, spare cover and cover switching in return for providing Momentum with additional information about them-
selves, based on specifi c active rating factors that give us better insight into the insurance risk they represent. 
Momentum Interactive membership can give a client a discount of up to 20% on their contractual Myriad premiums. 
Furthermore, Momentum also has a rewards programme called Multiply Premier. 

    OLD MUTUAL 
Yes, Old Mutual’s rewards programme is called Old Mutual Rewards. It is a fi nancial wellbeing programme designed 
to motivate its members for making smart decisions, improving their knowledge, and rewarding them on their 
journey to fi nancial freedom. There are fi ve tiers of the Old Mutual Rewards programme, and the rate at which the 
Old Mutual Rewards member earns points is dependent on their tier status. Members earn points for engaging and 
completing various fi nancial wellbeing activities on the Old Mutual Rewards website, and for having fi nancial solu-
tions with Old Mutual. Someone with no fi nancial solutions with Old Mutual can still join Old Mutual Rewards, and 
immediately they are on Tier 1. The Old Mutual fi nancial solutions can be classifi ed into 10 fi nancial needs catego-
ries namely, Transactional, Lending, Funeral cover, Life cover, Disability cover, Severe Illness cover, Savings & Invest-
ments, Retirement Savings, Income Annuities and Short Term Insurance. From these 10 fi nancial needs, protection-
related needs accounts for four of the fi nancial needs met (Life, Disability, Severe Illness and Funeral). Old Mutual 
Rewards members can redeem their points by investing, donating, or spending them with a few of our Rewards 
partners. As mentioned above, anyone can join the programme, you do not have to be an Old Mutual client and it is 
free. To sign up visit www.oldmutual.co.za/rewards. 

    PPS 
The Profi t-Share Account is not a reward program. Instead, it is a benefi t that is automatically embedded on our 
product. PPS is not listed on any stock exchange; therefore, we have no external shareholders who receive divi-
dends. PPS embraces the ethos of mutuality and shares all profi ts that we make with our policyholders, who hold 
qualifying products across the PPS Group. Claims and health status have no impact on profi t allocations, so even a 
policyholder that has claimed during the year, will share in the profi ts of PPS.

    SANLAM 
Yes, Sanlam clients have access to Wealth Bonus and Sanlam Reality.

Wealth Bonus is the Sanlam Group’s latest rewards programme, offered across our fl agship product range. Clients 
can build long-term wealth in a benefi t that functions like an investment portfolio. Every participating product that 
the client has in their Sanlam Portfolio will earn a contribution to their Wealth Bonus. For clients with our Premier 
Risk cover solution, this means that in addition to the Risk cover clients receive for their Risk cover premium, we will 
also match a percentage (based on age) of every premium paid by the client and contribute this amount to the cli-
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ent’s Wealth Bonus. The client’s Wealth Bonus will also grow with market related interest. Every fi ve years, 5% of the 
money in the client’s locked Wealth Bonus becomes unlocked and is available to be accessed. If the client maintains 
their Risk cover until the client’s 70th birthday, all the money in the Wealth Bonus becomes unlocked. An Early Ac-
cess Option is also available for a fee where the client can opt in to unlock their full Wealth Bonus at age 65, rather 
than 70.

Sanlam Reality is a lifestyle and rewards programme for Sanlam clients that offers paid memberships across vari-
ous categories (Club, Core, Plus and Health) with associated short-term lifestyle benefi ts. Sanlam Reality members 
get special offers on selected Sanlam products (the Reality Plus option offers a discount from 7.5% to 30% on risk 
over premiums dependant on the client’s Reality tier), save money on wellness, travel, entertainment, and are re-
warded for fi nancially responsible behaviour by earning tier points.

    QUESTION 5(b): 
If yes, is the usage directly linked to your premium? 

    DISCOVERY 
Yes, clients can receive PayBacks, offering them the ability to earn up to 100% of their life insurance premiums back 
in cash when taking out a Discovery Life policy. The PayBack benefi t is built-in to the Discovery Life Shared-value 
model, whereby a percentage of a client’s life insurance premiums are paid back to them at set periods of time.  

    LIBERTY 
Yes, the amount paid back into the pocket of the client is calculated as a percentage of the premium, the total value 
of risk and investment premiums paid, and in the case of the Wellness Bonus, the tier the client holds on the rewards 
programme.

    MOMENTUM 
Myriad Interactive clients who also have Multiply Premier membership can access a guaranteed level of discount 
based on their fi tness level, their Healthy Heart Score (measure of heart health) and Multiply Premier Status and will 
always benefi t from the highest of these two discounts they qualify for.

    OLD MUTUAL 
The Old Mutual Rewards programme has fi ve tiers and a member’s tier is determined by the number of needs met 
(i.e., solutions they have with us). The tier table is shown below: 

?

TIER 1 TIER 2 TIER 3 TIER 4 TIER 5

Number of fi nancial needs met 0 -1 fi nancial 
needs met

2 - 3 fi nancial 
needs met

4 fi nancial 
needs met

5 fi nancial 
needs met or 
Assets >R25m

6 or more fi -
nancial needs 
met or Assets 
>R50m

Points for:
Financial education, calculators 
and fi nancial advice

Life Insurance (Points earned as 
a % of premium)*

5% 10% 20% 30% 35%

Savings, Investments & Lending 
(Points earned as a % of pre-
mium)*

0.5% 1.5% 2.5% 3.5% 5%
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*The number of points may change.

Rewards points are determined as a percentage of premium, and the number of points they earn depends on their 
tier status. Old Mutual Rewards reward members for being fi nancially fi t, and more recently, we have added a new 
and compelling fi tness proposition for our members too. We reward our members for being physically fi t too. Mem-
bers can earn up to 250% of the qualifying premium in bonus points for successfully completing our health assess-
ment and taking part in qualifying endurance activities on a sustained basis (at least every six months). The bonus 
points earned are shown in the table below:

For example, a member that is on Tier 3 and pays R1 000 per month in qualifying premiums, and has met the quali-
fying criteria, will receive an additional 1 000 points per month. This is in addition to the 150 points they would ordi-
narily receive based on their tier.

    PPS 
No, PPS does not charge a premium for this. It is an automatic, embedded benefi t. 

    SANLAM 
There is no minimum premium required to access either of these rewards programmes. Wealth Bonus is automati-
cally built into Premier Risk cover solutions and participation is, therefore, automatic. 

Sanlam Reality membership categories (Club, Core, Plus and Health) have different membership fees and this deter-
mines the lifestyle benefi ts those members will have access to. Reality Plus members have access to discounts on 
Premier Risk cover. The discount is related to tier status and not premium size.

    QUESTION 5(c): 
Can you share some stats and maybe a case study on discounts given

    DISCOVERY 
To date, we have paid out around R8.3 billion in PayBacks to our clients. Between January and December 2020, 
clients received R1.1 billion in PayBacks. Clients can get a discount on premiums of up to 42% when they integrate 
their Discovery Life policy with other Discovery products. 

    LIBERTY 
In 2020, Liberty paid out over R110m in Addlib cashbacks, tax-free, to qualifying customers, with our largest single 
pay out in 2021 being in excess of R400 000.

    MOMENTUM 
Scenario 1: A client who has activated Momentum Interactive only (no Multiply Premier membership). Client is mar-

Funeral Cover (Points earned as 
a % of premium)*

5% 15% 25% 35% 50%

Short Term Insurance (Points 
earned as a % of premium)*

2.5% 5% 10% 15% 20%

Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 Tier 4 Tier 5

Bonus points earned as a per-
centage of premium

25% 50% 100% 125% 250%

?
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ried, with a BMI of 24 and has a four-year degree and pays his premium regularly via debit order. He qualifi es for a 
20% Momentum Interactive discount on his Myriad insurance premium. To retain the discount, the client only needs 
to complete an online re-assessment questionnaire every three years. 

Scenario 2: A Momentum Interactive client who is also a member of Multiply. In this scenario the client fi rstly quali-
fi es for a Momentum Interactive discount of 15% (based on the Momentum Interactive rating factors). This client 
also has Multiply Premier membership, and meets the following criteria:
- Fitness level: Four
- Healthy Heart Score: Green
- Multiply status: Platinum

Based on this, the Multiply Premier discount this member qualifi es for is 30% and, therefore, we grant the client the 
higher discount of 30%.

    OLD MUTUAL 
Within three years of launch to end June 2021, over one million members have earned over 2.5 billion points (10 
points = R1) and have completed over fi ve million fi nancial wellbeing activities. Members also have access to vari-
ous benefi ts and discounts such as free credit reports, TaxTim, take-me-home rides, legal assistance, emergency 
medical service and competitive discounts on fl ights and gym membership fee rebates. 

Let’s consider John Savvy below:
John has joined the Old Mutual Rewards program and completed 50% of the online fi nancial education activities; he 
has also completed a qualifying endurance activity and has at least six fi nancial needs met with Old Mutual, with a 
total monthly qualifying premiums/contribution of R10 000 and Old Mutual Money Account qualifying transactions 
of R8 500. John Savvy will earn Rewards points split as follows, assuming his premiums as spilt as follows for il-
lustrative purposes:

Financial Need Catego-
ries/Activities

Tier 5 Earning Rate Monthly Qualifying 
Premiums/ Contri-
butions

Monthly Qualifying 
Transactions

Points Earned per 
Month

Life cover 35% R 4 000 R1 400

Disability cover 35% R 1 500 R525

Severe Illness cover 35% R 1 500 R525

Savings & Investment 5% R 500 R25

Funeral cover 50% R 300 R150

Short Term Insurance 20% R 2 200 R440

Fitness Bonus Points 
on Life, Disability and 
Severe Illness cover 
premiums 250% R17 500

Average monthly points 
for completing 50% of 
Old Mutual Rewards 
activities R200

Points for one success-
ful referral per month R200
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As can be seen from the table above, John would earn 21 100 Rewards points per month, which is equivalent to R2 
110 per month. In his fi rst year on the programme, this would be equivalent to R25 320 in Old Mutual Rewards to 
invest, donate or spend at any of our great partners.

It is also worth noting how clients with no Old Mutual solutions can earn points by engaging in activities that help 
them be more fi nancially savvy. These include registering for, and using 22seven (Old Mutual’s dynamic, online 
proposition to help clients budget and manage their income/spend more effectively), referring friends to Old Mutual 
Rewards, and completing other surveys or using features within the Earn section of Old Mutual Rewards (such as 
accessing Old Mutual’s Moneyversity fi nancial education series) that will also earn them points. You can also sign 
up at no cost to 22seven by visiting: https://www.22seven.com/app/signup. 

    PPS 
Not applicable.

    SANLAM 
Wealth Bonus does not offer discounts but rather a long-term future reward.

Sanlam Reality Plus offers discounts on Premier Risk premiums, depending on a client’s Reality tier status. Bronze 
members earn a 7.5% discount, silver members a 15% discount and gold members a 30% discount. 

    QUESTION 5(d): 
Kindly add a scenario if a client stops or decreases the use of the rewards programme. How and if it af-
fects his premium. A case study please. 

    DISCOVERY 
Clients receive annual premium adjustments (positive or negative) based on their engagement, meaning their dis-
count may be eroded or maintained. When a client stops or decreases their engagement, the client will continue to 
enjoy their current level of discount, but this may be eroded over time. However, there are maximum levels that the 
premium cannot go above to protect clients.

Given that it takes time for the discount to be eroded, the client still benefi ts from signifi cant value for an extended 
period. Take the Health Integrator, for example, which allows clients to get a discount of up 32%. As a result of every-
thing mentioned above, the break-even term for the worst engaged client on the Health Integrator is 15 years, which 
is the point where the total present value of their premiums becomes greater than if they had not integrated. Where 
clients do engage, to some degree at least, the break-even point is never reached. This is the situation for most of 
our Health Integrated clients.

    LIBERTY 
If the client were to terminate their membership of the wellness programme that qualifi ed them for the Wellness 

Average monthly points 
for completing 50% of 
22seven activities R50

Old Mutual Money 
Account transactions 1% R 8 500 R85

Total R10 000 R 8 500 R21 100

?
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Bonus, then their Wellness Bonus cashbacks would cease. However, this would not have an impact on their level of 
cover, premiums (and how they increase) or cashbacks received from the Addlib benefi t. As long as a policyholder 
remains a Liberty customer, and qualifi es for Addlib payments, they will still receive these payments.

    MOMENTUM 
If we take the scenario of the Multiply client above, who qualifi es for 30% Multiply discount, and they do not attain 
the same status, fi tness and Healthy Heart Score as before, and now only qualifi es for 5% Multiply discount. Multiply 
clients never experience a drop in discounts during a calendar year (except if they cancel their membership totally). 
During a calendar year, they can only improve their discount. We only apply any downward changes to their discount 
at the beginning of a new calendar year (after 31 December).

We have some mechanisms to protect this client from a large drop in discounts, by giving Multiply clients an annual 
Enhanced Transition Guarantee of 10 percentage points. For example, the client ended on a 30% discount in Decem-
ber 2020, but based on all the qualifying criteria for the next year, in January 2021 only qualifi es for a 5% Multiply 
discount. Due to the Enhanced Transition Guarantee, this client’s discount will only reduce by 10 percentage points 
(from 30% to 20%) in January 2021. This will be the minimum guaranteed discount for 2021. Then, during 2021, the 
client still does not do anything further to improve their discounts. By the end of Dec 2021 their discount will reduce 
by a further 10 percentage points (from 20% to 10%), unless the underlying Momentum Interactive discounts are 
higher. Therefore, in this case, the client’s discount will then reduce to 15% as opposed to 10%, as the Momentum 
Interactive discount the client qualifi es for is then the higher of the two discounts the client qualifi es for. This 15% 
Momentum Interactive discount will remain in place as long as the client completes his online Momentum Interac-
tive reassessment questionnaire every three years. If the client does not complete his Momentum Interactive online 
reassessment at a due date, his Momentum Interactive membership and any associated discounts will fall away.

    OLD MUTUAL 
A client’s premium is not affected if they engage less or even stop engaging with our Rewards programme. Given 
that clients earn points for having needs met with Old Mutual and for engaging with the programme (either via fi nan-
cial or physical fi tness activities), if they stop engaging on our rewards programme activities, they will continue to 
earn rewards points on the products they have with us. 

As mentioned before, it costs nothing to register for Old Mutual Rewards; you do not need to have any existing Old 
Mutual products, neither do we require you to purchase any product. There is a requirement for a client to redeem 
the Rewards points they have earned within three years, and there is a requirement for physical fi tness to be main-
tained (to continue earning the bonus Fitness Rewards points on qualifying protection products) by means of com-
pletion of a qualifying endurance event every six months, but there are no premium impacts on a client’s policy for 
reduced rewards activity.

    PPS 
Allocations to the PPS Profi t-Share Account are based on the premium that the member pays for qualifying products 
that they hold. Whatever has already accumulated in the Profi t-Share Account is not reduced when members reduce 
their premiums towards their benefi ts. Claims that members make also do not affect their Profi t-Share Account bal-
ance or allocations that are made.

    SANLAM 
Wealth Bonus cannot be removed as it is built-in to all qualifying Premier Risk cover solutions, so there is no impact 
on a client’s premium.

If a client discontinues membership of Sanlam Reality Plus or changes tiering levels, their discount on premium will 
be removed or may be reduced respectively.
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?    QUESTIONS:  
Please have a look at the following case studies and on each case study, answer the following questions. 
Please note that these case studies are for purposes of UNDERWRITING a client:

a) Are there any exclusions or loadings on this case?
b) What waiting periods would the applicant qualify for?
c) Will the client receive additional health disclosure documents if they had COVID-19? 
d) Will you introduce specifi c or automatic loadings or exclusions that would apply to applicants who 

had COVID-19?

    BRIGHTROCK 
Relevant to all clients below: 
As a standard, we call for a COVID-19 questionnaire. This is to identify when a client was COVID-19 positive, when 
the client was diagnosed and if the client was admitted to hospital, or when she self-isolated. If the exposure was 
longer than four weeks ago and the client has no further symptoms, then we would proceed to underwrite the case 
and offer cover as normal. The assumption is that the client was not in the hospital and has no symptoms based on 
the notation of being in good health. If the exposure was longer than four weeks ago and the client has no further 
symptoms, then we would proceed to underwrite the case and offer cover as normal.

    HOLLARD 
All clients will be individually underwritten, and it will depend on the client-specifi c medicals - past and present - as 
well as benefi ts applied for. Insuffi  cient info to comment.

    LIBERTY 
a,b)   The answer to these two questions is the same across all case studies. Also, at present we don’t offer 7-day 

waiting period income protection so the shortest waiting period we can offer is 1 month. 

c) Yes, if the course of the viral infection was complicated resulting in hospitalization or if the client has any re-
sidual symptoms, we would investigate further.

d)  Each applicant is assessed on their current health. We do not apply exclusions for COVID. We might include a 
loading, or if the viral infection was within the past month or if the client has not fully recovered, we might defer 
until they have recovered. After that they may be investigated further if they have Long COVID.

     1LIFE 
At 1Life, only two waiting periods are applied. One month in the case of self-employed occupations, and three 
months, in the case of non-self-employed occupations. 1Life does not apply waiting periods to qualifi cation types. 
1Life does not introduce loadings or exclusions to applicants who have had COVID-19. Applicants are underwritten 
based on individual medical risk, severity of COVID-19 infection, if any hospitalization was required and if the ap-
plicant has made a full recovery.

    MOMENTUM 
It is important to note that only clients who are self-employed will qualify for a seven-day waiting period. The short-
est waiting period that employed clients can qualify for is a 14-day waiting period. Clients who apply for one-month 
or longer waiting periods will not receive any COVID-19 related restrictions. Further to this, we will only consider 
offering Income benefi ts to clients who have fully recovered from COVID-19, and who have been symptom-free for a 
period of at least one month if they were not hospitalised. Clients who have been hospitalised will not be considered 
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for Income benefi ts, until they have been symptom free for a period of at least six months after discharge from hos-
pital. We will not underwrite them for Income benefi ts prior to this, irrespective of their COVID-19 severity level.

    OLD MUTUAL 
Our feedback is only related to the Income Replacement Disability benefi t and does not include the sickness benefi t. 

    SCENARIO 1:  

Age Occupa-
tion

Qualifi -
cation

Income 
per year

Sex Smoker Height Weight Level of 
cover

Health history

38 Lawyer Four-
year 
degree

R900 
000

M No 181cm 120kg 75% Had a two-vessel 
angiogram fi ve 
years ago

    BRIGHTROCK 
Based on the information, it appears that the client experienced a heart attack at age 33. The incident occurred when 
he was very young. As a result, the standard policy would be to provide no cover. However, in this case, we would try 
to provide at least Death cover. Additional benefi ts would not be provided.

    DISCOVERY 
I assume that this client has ischemic heart disease with a history of two vessel bypass surgery. We would decline 
Income Protection.

    FMI 
Our decision assumes the client had a two-vessel coronary artery disease diagnosed on angiogram at age 33. As 
the client were very young at the time for CAD, he also has a mildly raised BMI. We would, therefore, decline all types 
of cover, including Life cover due to the client having coronary artery disease at such a young age with a mildly 
raised BMI. 

    LIBERTY 
Loadings for the combination cardiovascular disease and overweight. It will be subject to a current health review - 
we would need to understand the reason for the angiogram and the outcome. If it was good, we could offer terms. 
If there were major abnormalities, we may not be able to offer cover. We will most likely offer a three month waiting 
period.

     1LIFE 
There is not enough medical data in this scenario to enable us to comment. We would need the cardiac health his-
tory. Had the client suffered a heart attack at age 33, which required angiogram and stent/angioplasty treatment, the 
client will most likely only be offered Accidental Death benefi t cover.

    MOMENTUM 
It is unlikely that this client will qualify for any living benefi ts or standard mortality benefi ts, due to having signifi cant 
coronary artery disease at a very young age (angioplasty age 33). COVID-19 has no impact on this decision. We 
might be able to offer some form of Death benefi t tailored for impaired lives.

?
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    OLD MUTUAL 
The medical information is unclear. However, a client who experienced two vessel disease at the age of 33 is unlikely 
to qualify for an Income Replacement benefi t.

    PPS 
Only Life cover being considered with Temporary COVID-19 loading.

    SANLAM 
We will decline cover. We would have been able to offer a seven-day waiting period if not declined for health reasons. 
We can, however, offer an Accidental Income benefi t with a seven-day waiting period.

    SCENARIO 2:  

Age Occupa-
tion

Qualifi -
cation

Income per 
year

Sex Smoker Height Weight Level of 
cover

Health history

33 Market-
ing Man-
ager

Four-
year 
degree

R540 000 F Yes 170cm 60kg 75% Good health 

    BRIGHTROCK 
In this case, we will assume that all medicals we receive are within normal limits and the client has no declared 
medical conditions. There would be no exclusions or loadings. The waiting period may be affected if the client 
travels because of her job. We would offer a seven-day waiting period or a longer waiting period if travel is less than 
30% of her daily duties. So, based on the assumption of good health, the client does not appear to have been in the 
hospital and has no symptoms. The requested cover would be subject to our standard terms and conditions. This 
assumes that the client is in good health and has no residual side effects from the exposure.

    DISCOVERY 
We would offer Income Protection at standard rates with a one-month waiting period. We would request a COVID-19 
Questionnaire. If fully recovered, normal rates will be applied.

    FMI 
Assuming that the client is salaried, she is eligible for a 14-day waiting period Income Protection and we would 
grant standard rates across all benefi ts. 

    LIBERTY 
No exclusions. A one month waiting period will be offered. 

     1LIFE 
If medical history is acceptable based on good health, this client would qualify for all benefi ts and there will not be 
any exclusions or loadings applied.

    MOMENTUM 
This client would qualify for a 14-day waiting period benefi t. Previous history of being COVID-19 positive without 
hospitalisation may result in the client being required to provide us with some additional medical information. This 

?
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?

will depend on how soon after the COVID-19 infection the client applies for cover. If all is in order, she can receive a 
standard rates decision. The client will receive a clause that will extend the waiting period for any claim related to 
COVID-19 to one month. This will have to be signed by the client and her contract will not commence unless she has 
acknowledged that this exclusion will apply. 

    OLD MUTUAL 
No medical loadings or exclusions assuming the client did not disclose any material underwriting information. The 
client will qualify for a seven-day waiting period under the Income Replacement benefi t and will be asked to answer 
questions regarding their COVID-19 history during the underwriting interview. No automatic COVID-19 related load-
ing or exclusions will be applied.

    PPS 
Normal underwriting will apply. 

    SANLAM 
This client would qualify for standard cover. There would be no exclusions or loadings. The client would qualify for a 
seven-day waiting period (but can, as is always the case, select a longer waiting period depending on need).

    SCENARIO 3:  

Age Occupa-
tion

Qualifi -
cation

Income 
per year

Sex Smoker Height Weight Level of 
cover

Health history

46 Admin 
Manager

Matric R350 000 F Yes 173cm 95kg 50% High cholesterol 
(on medication)

    BRIGHTROCK 
In this case, we have assumed that the cholesterol reading we received is higher than our acceptable limit (based on 
the information above). We would add a loading to the cover based on the actual cholesterol reading. Based on the 
occupation, the client is eligible for a seven-day or one-month waiting period (or longer if they choose it). If we offer 
the seven-day waiting period, an extended one-month waiting period would apply for a COVID-19 diagnosis with 
no hospitalisation. So, based on the notation of only high cholesterol, we assume that the client was not admitted 
to the hospital and has no symptoms. The requested cover would be subject to our standard terms and conditions. 
This assumes that the client is in good health and has no residual side effects from the exposure.

    DISCOVERY 
If cholesterol is well controlled, normal rates will be offered. We will offer a one-month waiting period and we would 
request a COVID-19 Questionnaire. if fully recovered, and well controlled cholesterol, no additional loadings or exclu-
sions will be applied.

    FMI 
We would request appropriate medical evidence. If satisfactory and cholesterol was normal on exam, we would 
grant standard rates across all benefi ts, including Income Protection on a 14-day waiting period due to the client 
being salaried.
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?

    LIBERTY 
We will possibly add a loading for overweight and cholesterol; it would depend on a cholesterol test outcome. One 
month waiting period will be applied. 

     1LIFE 
Assuming cholesterol is within acceptable limits and well-controlled, the client will be loaded on Body Mass Index 
(BMI), and if she previously had COVID-19, and provided it was a mild case (no hospitalization), she would also only 
be loaded on BMI. All benefi ts will be offered.

    MOMENTUM 
This client would qualify for a 14-day waiting period. Although she has a BMI of 31.7 and high cholesterol on treat-
ment, she could qualify for standard rates; this would, however, depend on the actual cholesterol reading at the time 
of application. Previous history of being COVID-19 positive without hospitalisation may result in the client being 
required to provide us with some additional medical information. This will depend on how soon after the COVID-19 
infection, the client applies for cover. If all is in order, she can receive a standard rates decision. She will receive a 
clause that will extend the waiting period for any claim related to COVID-19 to one month. This will have to be signed 
by the client and her contract will not commence unless she has acknowledged that this exclusion will apply.

    OLD MUTUAL 
No medical loadings or exclusions will apply, assuming that the customer is taking their medication and the choles-
terol test result is under control. The client will qualify for a seven-day waiting period under the Income Replacement 
benefi t and will be asked to answer questions regarding their COVID-19 history during the underwriting interview. No 
automatic COVID-19 related loading or exclusions will be applied.

    PPS 
If the cholesterol level is ratable, as per the normal underwriting protocols, an additional Temporary COVID-19 Load-
ing will be applied.

    SANLAM 
Loadings and exclusions depend on the cholesterol level. If controlled, she could qualify for standard rates and will 
be eligible for a 30-day waiting period.

    SCENARIO 4:  

Age Occupa-
tion

Qualifi -
cation

Income per 
year

Sex Smoker Height Weight Level of 
cover

Health history

29 Teacher Three-
year 
Diploma

R200 000 M No 168cm 88kg 50% Diabetic

    BRIGHTROCK 
Based on the information provided, we will assume that the client’s diabetes is well-controlled with no other co-
morbidities or complications. We will load based on the applicant's level of control and age. The occupation allows 
a one-month waiting period or a longer waiting period if the client would prefer it. So, based on the notation of the 
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client only being diabetic, we assume that the client was not in the hospital and has no symptoms. The requested 
cover would be subject to our standard terms and conditions. This assumes that the client is in good health and has 
no residual side effects from the exposure.

    DISCOVERY 
We would most likely decline Income Protector due to diabetes at a young age.

    FMI 
The client is young, so we assume he has type 1 diabetes (insulin-dependent diabetes). We would request appropri-
ate medical evidence. Even if medical evidence shows diabetes is satisfactorily controlled, Disability benefi ts would 
unlikely be granted. Life cover would attract a heavy loading which would be determined by the date his diabetes 
was diagnosed.

    LIBERTY 
Loading for diabetes and overweight; it will depend on diabetic control. If diabetic control is poor, the client may not 
get terms. One month waiting period will be applie. 

     1LIFE 
If well controlled, premium will be loaded and the same will apply if they have had mild COVID-19. 1Life will not offer 
Disability/Dread Disease cover or Income Protection in this case, only Life cover.

    MOMENTUM 
For the purpose of this case study, we are assuming that he is an insulin dependent diabetic (Type 1) given his age. 
Because of this client’s age, he is unlikely to qualify for any Income benefi ts due to being diabetic. Only the best con-
trolled diabetics will be considered, and then the loadings will be high. This client will not be offered a short dura-
tion waiting period of 14 days. The shortest waiting period we will consider is one month. Previous history of being 
COVID-19 positive without hospitalisation may result in the client being required to provide us with some additional 
medical information. This will depend on how soon after the COVID-19 infection the client applies for cover and if we 
are even prepared to consider offering any rates given the disclosed medical history. If any cover is granted, the cli-
ent will receive a clause that will extend the waiting period for any claim related to COVID-19 to one month. This will 
have to be signed by the client and his contract will not commence unless he has acknowledged that this exclusion 
will apply.

    OLD MUTUAL 
The medical information is unclear. However, a medical loading will apply, assuming the client is a well-controlled 
diabetic. The client will qualify for a seven-day waiting period under the Income Replacement benefi t and will be 
asked to answer questions regarding their COVID-19 history during the underwriting interview. No automatic COV-
ID-19 related loading or exclusions will be applied.

    PPS 
Only life cover considered with Temporary COVID-19 loading.

    SANLAM 
Sanlam will decline this client. We would have been able to offer a 30-day waiting period if not declined for health 
reasons. We can, however, offer an Accidental Income benefi t with a seven-day waiting period.
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?    SCENARIO 5:  

Age Occupa-
tion

Qualifi -
cation

Income per 
year

Sex Smoker Height Weight Level of 
cover

Health history

40 MD CA R1 200 
000

M Yes 180cm 121kg 100% Heart attack four 
years ago

    BRIGHTROCK 
Based on the information provided above, this client had a heart attack and has an elevated BMI. The request for 
Temporary Income Protection would be denied, based on this information. However, we may be able to provide 
Impairment cover as a lump sum or as a recurring benefi t under our Permanent Expenses cover. We would apply a 
cardiovascular exclusion. Our benefi t doesn’t have a waiting period. The requested cover would be subject to our 
standard terms and conditions. This assumes that the client is in good health and has no residual side effects from 
the exposure.

    DISCOVERY 
We would decline Income Protector due to early ischemic heart disease.

    FMI 
We would decline all benefi ts including Life cover due to the heart attack at a relatively young age and the fact that 
he is a smoker with increased BMI of 37.3. The client should be encouraged to stop smoking and adjust lifestyle to 
lose weight before reconsidering Life cover.

    LIBERTY 
Are there any exclusions or loadings on this case? The client is unlikely to get terms with the history of a heart at-
tack at age 36 and currently very overweight.

     1LIFE 
The client will only qualify for Accidental cover.

    MOMENTUM 
This client is unlikely to qualify for any living benefi ts, due to having had a heart attack at age 36. COVID-19 has no 
impact on this decision.

    OLD MUTUAL 
A client with a history of a heart attack is unlikely to qualify for an Income Replacement benefi t.

    PPS 
Only Life cover considered with Temporary COVID-19 loading.

    SANLAM 
Sanlam will decline this client. We would have been able to offer a seven-day waiting period if not declined for health 
reasons.  We can, however, offer an Accidental Income benefi t with a seven-day waiting period. 
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    SCENARIO 6:  

Age Occupa-
tion

Qualifi -
cation

Income per 
year

Sex Smoker Height Weight Level of 
cover

Health history

49 Eye 
surgeon

Twelve-
year 
degree

R2 400 000 F No 162cm 67kg 100% High blood pres-
sure (on three 
pills)

    BRIGHTROCK 
We'll assume that 100% refers to the client's net income (gross income less tax). We will also assume that because 
she is on medication, her high blood pressure is under control. No exclusions or loadings will apply. The occupation 
qualifi es for a seven-day waiting period (or a longer waiting period if the client chooses it). If they choose the seven-
day waiting period, an extended waiting period of one month will apply for a COVID-19 diagnosis with no hospitali-
sation. Based on the notation of only having high blood pressure, it is assumed that the client was not in the hospital 
and has no symptoms. The requested cover would be subject to our standard terms and conditions. This assumes 
that the client is in good health and has no residual side effects from the exposure.

    DISCOVERY 
If blood pressure is well controlled, we will offer standard rates and a seven-day waiting period can be offered. We 
would request a COVID-19 questionnaire. If fully recovered and with well-controlled blood pressure, no additional 
loadings or exclusions will be applied.

    FMI 
The client has hypertension and is on treatment. We would request appropriate medical evidence. If satisfactory 
and her blood pressure was normal on exam, we would grant standard rates across all benefi ts, including Income 
Protection on a seven-day waiting period.

    LIBERTY 
Possibly a loading - depends on current BP readings and type of medication. If very well controlled, the client may 
get standard rates. A one month waiting period will be applied. 

     1LIFE 
We may defer the client for a medical report to see how controlled the blood pressure is, as the client is on multiple 
medications for blood pressure.

    MOMENTUM 
This client will qualify for a seven-day waiting period. If her hypertension is well controlled, she may qualify for 
standard rates i.e., no loadings will be imposed. Previous history of being COVID-19 positive without hospitalisa-
tion may result in the client being required to provide us with some additional medical information. This will depend 
on how soon after the COVID-19 infection, the client applies for cover. She will receive a clause that will extend the 
waiting period for any claim related to COVID-19 to one month. This will have to be signed by the client and her con-
tract will not commence unless she has acknowledged that this exclusion will apply.

    OLD MUTUAL 
No medical loadings or exclusions will apply, assuming that the client is taking their medication and the hyperten-
sion is under control. The client will qualify for a seven-day waiting period under the Income Replacement benefi t. 

?
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?

Higher sum assured may attract a longer waiting period. The client will be asked to answer questions regarding their 
COVID-19 history during the underwriting interview, and no automatic COVID-19 related loading or exclusions will 
apply.

    PPS 
Loading for hypertension and Temporary COVID-19 Loading will be applied.

    SANLAM 
Cover will depend on the type and dosage of treatment and level of control. We can offer a seven-day waiting period.

    SCENARIO 7:  

Age Occupa-
tion

Qualifi -
cation

Income per 
year

Sex Smoker Height Weight Level of 
cover

Health history

32 Civil en-
gineer

Seven-
year 
degree

R800 000 M No 169cm 99kg 75% Mild depression. 
On medication

    BRIGHTROCK 
Based on the information, we assume the client’s depression is well-controlled, he has not been hospitalised and 
has not had any suicidal thoughts. Furthermore, there are no other medical conditions. We would exclude mental 
health conditions. Assuming no manual labour, the occupation qualifi es for a seven-day waiting period (or a longer 
waiting period if the client prefers). If they choose the seven-day waiting period, a one-month waiting period would 
apply for a COVID-19 diagnosis with no hospitalisation. So, based on the notation of only having mild depression, it 
is assumed that the client was not hospitalised and has no symptoms. The requested cover would be subject to our 
standard terms and conditions. This assumes that the client is in good health and has no residual side effects from 
the exposure.

    DISCOVERY 
We will offer normal rates with a mental and behavioural exclusion and a seven-day waiting period can be offered. 
We would request a COVID-19 questionnaire. If fully recovered, no additional loadings or exclusions will be applied.

    FMI 
The client has a mildly increased BMI of 34.7 and has mild depression on treatment. We would request appropriate 
medical evidence. If satisfactory, and the depression diagnosed more than 12 months ago, we would likely impose a 
30-day waiting period for Income Protection and add a small loading for the BMI, as well as exclude Psychological 
Conditions. Critical Illness Lump Sum would be granted at standard rates, and Disability Lump Sum benefi ts would 
be granted at standard rates with a psychological conditions exclusion.

    LIBERTY 
We would apply a psychological disorders exclusion, and a loading for being overweight, with a one month waiting 
period.

     1LIFE 
If the client did not have COVID-19 or only had mild COVID-19, he will most likely be offered Life cover with a loading 
on his premium and psychiatric exclusion on Disability and Expense protector. This is dependent on additional in-
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formation that will be requested with regards to depression symptoms, if any hospitalisation was required, including 
any previous self-harm attempts and if employment/time off work was impacted because of depression in recent 
years.

    MOMENTUM 
This client will qualify for a seven-day waiting period. We can consider offering cover to clients who have had mild 
depression which has responded well to treatment. We will, however, exclude any claim event related to depression 
anxiety and the like. Previous history of being COVID-19 positive without hospitalisation may result in the client 
being required to provide us with some additional medical information. This will depend on how soon after the 
COVID-19 infection, the client applies for cover. He will receive a clause that will extend the waiting period for any 
claim related to COVID-19 to one month. Both clauses will have to be signed by the client and his contract will not 
commence unless he has acknowledged that these exclusions will apply.

    OLD MUTUAL 
A Mental Health exclusion will apply. The client will qualify for a seven-day waiting period under the Income Re-
placement benefi t. The client will be asked to answer questions regarding their COVID-19 history during the under-
writing interview and no automatic COVID-19 related loading or exclusions apply.

    PPS 
Normal underwriting will apply.

    SANLAM 
This client would qualify for standard cover. There would be no exclusions or loadings. We can offer a seven-day 
waiting period.

    SCENARIO 8:  

Age Occupa-
tion

Qualifi -
cation

Income per 
year

Sex Smoker Height Weight Level of 
cover

Health history

49 Finan-
cial 
Adviser

Four-
year 
degree

R750 000 F Yes 154cm 52kg 75% Good health

    BRIGHTROCK 
Based on the information above, we assume that all medicals we receive are within normal limits and the client 
has no declared medical conditions. No exclusions or loadings apply. The waiting period will be determined by the 
job duties. Assuming the client travels for work, the occupation selection at BrightRock would be "Financial Plan-
ner/Insurance Broker (>20% travel and 10% manual)." This allows for a one-month or longer waiting period. As a 
standard, we call for a COVID-19 questionnaire. This is to identify when a client was COVID-19 positive, when it was 
diagnosed and if the client was admitted to hospital, or when she self-isolated. If the exposure was longer than four 
weeks ago and the client has no further symptoms, then we would proceed to underwrite the case and offer cover as 
normal. The assumption is that the client was not in the hospital and has no symptoms based on the notation of be-
ing in good health. The requested cover would be subject to our standard terms and conditions. This assumes that 
the client is in good health and has no residual side effects from the exposure.

?
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    DISCOVERY 
We would offer Income Protection at standard rates. A one-month waiting period can be offered. We would request a 
COVID-19 questionnaire. If fully recovered, normal rates will be applied.

    FMI 
We would grant standard rates across all benefi ts, including Income Protection with a seven-day waiting period 
(self-employed or commission earner eligible for seven-days).

    LIBERTY 
No loadings or exclusions with a one month waiting period. 

     1LIFE 
If the medical history is acceptable based on good health, and COVID-19 infection was mild, did not require hospi-
talisation and the client has made full recovery, the client will qualify on all benefi ts.

    MOMENTUM 
This client will qualify for a seven-day waiting period. Previous history of being COVID-19 positive without hospitali-
sation may result in the client being required to provide us with some additional medical information. This will de-
pend on how soon after the COVID-19 infection the client applies for cover. If all is in order, she can receive a stand-
ard rates decision. She will receive a clause that will extend the waiting period for any claim related to COVID-19 to 
one month. This will have to be signed by the client and her contract will not commence unless she has acknowl-
edged that this exclusion will apply.

    OLD MUTUAL 
No medical loadings or exclusions will apply. The client will qualify for a seven-day waiting period under the Income 
Replacement benefi t. The client will be asked to answer questions regarding their COVID-19 history during the un-
derwriting interview and no automatic COVID-19 related loading or exclusions will be applied.

    PPS 
Normal underwriting applies. 

    SANLAM 
This client would qualify for standard cover. There would be no exclusions or loadings. There would be a seven-day 
and longer waiting period. 

    SCENARIO 9:  

Age Occupa-
tion

Qualifi ca-
tion

Income 
per year

Sex Smoker Height Weight Level of 
cover

Health history

39 Journalist Four-year 
degree

R400 000 F N 190cm 66kg 75% Had post natal depres-
sion with birth of her 
child six years ago. 
Currently on no medi-
cation 
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    BRIGHTROCK 
Based on the information above, we assume that the client was under control and had no hospitalisations or suicidal 
thoughts because of the depression. We would exclude mental health issues. We won’t apply a mental exclusion if 
the client has been symptom- and treatment-free for at least 24 months. The waiting period will be determined by 
the occupation duties. If travel accounts for no more than 10% of daily duties, we will offer a one-month or longer 
waiting period. So, based on the notation of being in good health currently, except for prior post-natal depression, 
the assumption is that the client was not in the hospital and has no symptoms. The requested cover would be sub-
ject to our standard terms and conditions. This assumes that the client is in good health and has no residual side 
effects from the exposure.

    DISCOVERY 
Assuming that this is a fi nancial journalist mainly offi  ce based, we would offer standard rates. A one-month waiting 
period will be offered. We would request a COVID-19 questionnaire and if fully recovered, normal rates will be ap-
plied.

    FMI 
Post-natal depression six years ago, not on treatment, however we should consider the fact that the client might 
want a second child and the reality of developing post-natal depression again exists. We would request appropriate 
medical evidence. If healthy on exam, we would consider standard rates across all benefi ts. If the postpartum blues 
symptoms were less than one month, we would grant standard rates across all benefi ts, including Income Protection 
(eligible for a seven-day waiting period if the client is self-employed or 14-day if salaried) otherwise we would likely 
impose a 30-day waiting period for Income Protection and exclude psychological conditions for Disability benefi ts.

    LIBERTY 
Standard rates will apply with a one month waiting period. 

     1LIFE 
If last post-natal depression symptoms occurred at time of childbirth six years ago, then we would not apply any 
loadings or exclusions, will be offered at standard rates.

    MOMENTUM 
This client is regarded as being slightly underweight, and as a result she may not qualify for a short duration waiting 
period even if her occupation allows it. She will qualify for a one month waiting period without any additional load-
ings. She may, however, receive an exclusion related to her mental health issues. Previous history of being COVID-19 
positive without hospitalisation may result in the client being required to provide us with some additional medical 
information. This will depend on how soon after the COVID infection the client applies for cover. If all is in order, she 
can receive a standard rates decision.

    OLD MUTUAL 
No medical loadings or exclusions will apply. The client will qualify for a seven-day waiting period under the Income 
Replacement benefi t and the client will be asked to answer questions regarding their COVID-19 history during the 
underwriting interview. No automatic COVID-19 related loading or exclusions will apply.

    PPS 
Standard rates apply.

    SANLAM 
No exclusion (depending on the date she stopped the medication). We can offer a 30-day waiting period (if not ex-
pected to visit confl ict areas outside the RSA borders).
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?
    SCENARIO 10:  

Age Occupation Qualifi ca-
tion

Income 
per year

Sex Smoker Height Weight Level of 
cover

Health history

45 Self-employed 
Plumber – running 
a medium sized 
plumbing business

None R650 000 M No 182cm 84kg 50% Good health but 
had COVID-19 and 
was in hospital 
for three days

    BRIGHTROCK 
The individual's occupational duties will determine whether we provide Temporary Income Protection. We'll assume 
that the client handles most of the callouts. We'll also assume that the doctor's reports and medicals were normal 
and that there are no long-term COVID-19 side effects. We'll consider the cover two months after recovery. No exclu-
sions or loadings apply. Occupation as a Plumber/Plumbing Contractor will have a one-month waiting period for 
clinical defi nitions, and a six-month waiting period for sickness criteria. We will consider the time elapsed and the 
time since the last symptoms. We also ask whether the client was admitted to the hospital's ICU or a general ward. 
The requested cover would be subject to our standard terms and conditions. This assumes that the client is in good 
health and has no residual side effects from the exposure.

    DISCOVERY 
Plumbing Contractor and we assume that he does < 20% manual work and has others working for him. We offer In-
come Protection with an occupational loading.  It is possible to offer a seven-day waiting period. We would request 
a COVID-19 questionnaire. If fully recovered after six months, cover will be granted with no additional loadings or 
exclusions.  

    FMI 
If COVID-19 symptoms were moderate, no ICU or ventilatory support other than supplementary nasal oxygen (we 
consider age and co-morbid factors) and it’s been more than two months since complete resolution of symptoms, 
we would allow standard rates across all benefi ts. Income Protection would be restricted to a 30-day waiting period 
at standard rates.

    LIBERTY 
Most likely a loading, depending on the timing of the COVID infection and whether the client has any residual symp-
toms with a one month waiting period. 

     1LIFE 
We require additional info on treatment in the form of a medical report because the client was admitted to hospital. 
The treatment received in hospital would determine underwriting guidelines i.e., care received, was client in ICU, 
placed on oxygen, was ventilation required etc. and if any residual complications are present or not.

    MOMENTUM 
This client can qualify for a seven-day waiting period based on his occupation, we will likely extend the waiting 
period to one month given his history of COVID-19. The client will be required to provide us with some additional 
medical information. This will depend on how soon after the COVID-19 infection the client applies for cover. If all is 
in order, he can receive a standard rates decision. As per our practice, the client must have been symptom free for a 
period of at least six months after his discharge from hospital before we will underwrite his Income Protection cover.
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    OLD MUTUAL 
No medical loadings or exclusions will apply, assuming there were no complications and full recovery has been 
achieved for a period of more than a month from the date of recovery. The client will qualify for a seven-day wait-
ing period under the Income Replacement benefi t assuming that the client's main duties is that of a business owner 
with limited manual work. The client will be asked to answer questions regarding their COVID-19 history during the 
underwriting interview. No automatic COVID-19 related loading or exclusions will apply.

    PPS 
Deferment of cover for three to six months from full recovery will apply, and normal underwriting thereafter. Any 
complications will be fully underwritten.

    SANLAM 
It depends on whether the client was admitted to the hospital's ICU or a general ward. Deferment of cover for three 
to six months following persistent symptoms. The waiting period depends on how many hours are spent on light 
and heavy physical work during a day.

    SCENARIO 11:  

Age Occupation Qualifi cation Income 
per year

Sex Smoker Height Weight Level of 
cover

Health history

50 Self-employed So-
cial Media Consult-
ant and Infl uencer

Various short 
courses, no de-
gree or diploma

R700 000 F No 162cm 60kg 75% Suffers from 
insomnia but 
otherwise in 
good health

    BRIGHTROCK 
We will assume the client’s condition is under control and they haven’t been hospitalised. An exclusion for insomnia 
will apply. The following occupation “Producer – media, radio or television” has a one-month waiting period. We will 
consider the time elapsed and the time since the last symptoms. We also ask whether the client was admitted to the 
hospital's ICU or a general ward. The requested cover would be subject to our standard terms and conditions. This 
assumes that the client is in good health and has no residual side effects from the exposure.

    DISCOVERY 
Depending on the amount of travel, we would offer Income Protector at normal rates, but if travel duties are greater 
than 20% an occupation, extra would apply. A one-month waiting period will apply.  We would request a COVID-19 
questionnaire. If fully recovered, normal rates apply. A mental and behavioral exclusion would be applied.

    FMI 
The client is self-employed, so she qualifi es for a seven-day waiting period for Income Protection. Insomnia can be 
caused by various conditions and underwriting outcomes would depend on what is causing the insomnia and how 
this is being treated. If the insomnia is due to work related pressure/stress or any other psychological element, we 
would likely impose a 30-day waiting period for Income Protection and exclude psychological conditions. Critical Ill-
ness Lump Sum would be granted at standard rates, and Disability Lump Sum benefi ts would be granted at standard 
rates with a psychological conditions exclusion. If the insomnia is mild and no worrying cause is found, we would 
consider standard rates across all benefi ts, including Income Protection.

?
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    LIBERTY 
Psychological disorders exclusion - insomnia, self-employed in a job that requires a high degree of positive psycho-
logical performance with a three month waiting period. 

     1LIFE  
Will only be rated based on the underlying cause of the insomnia, if applicable. Normally accepted at standard rates.

    MOMENTUM 
As a self-employed Social Media Consultant we will consider providing this client with one of our Income Protection 
benefi ts. We would likely ask for more details on the specifi cs of her occupation to qualify which option we would 
offer.

    OLD MUTUAL 
A medical exclusion will apply based on the severity of the condition. The client will not qualify for the Disability 
Income Replacement benefi t. We can consider the Functional Impairment Income benefi t with a seven-day waiting 
period. The client will be asked to answer questions regarding their COVID-19 history during the underwriting inter-
view and no automatic COVID-19 related loading or exclusions will be applied.

    PPS 
PPS could consider standard rates.

    SANLAM 
It depends on the type of medication for insomnia. This client would qualify for standard cover. We can offer a 30-
day waiting period.

DISCLAIMERS

The views expressed in this publication, editorial, advertorials and advertisements are not necessar-
ily that of the owners, publishers and editorial staff. Readers following any advice contained in the 
magazine do so at their own cognisance.

Important to note that terms, conditions and product rules from all insurers represented in this pub-
lication, apply to all the information contained in this document.

This responses from all insurers represented in this publication to all questions and scenarios do 
not constitute tax, legal, fi nancial, regulatory, accounting, technical or other advice. The responses 
provided are for information purpose only and does not contain any personal recommendations. 
While every care has been taken in preparing these responses, no member of any of these insurers, 
gives any representation, warranty or undertaking and accepts no responsibility or liability as to 
the accuracy or completeness of the information presented. Clients should consult their Financial 
Adviser should they require advice of a fi nancial nature and/or intermediary services.



In a year as challenging as 2020, we are pleased to say that our unwavering commitment to 
our members and our operating model has resulted in a considerably positive fi nancial year. 
This feat has enabled us to allocate R2.2bn in Profi t-Share to those who matter most to us — our 
members. Here’s to 80 more years of life-long relationships and shared success.

PPS is a Licensed Insurer and FSP

Imbi Evenhuis 22 years with PPS
PR and Communications Manager

R27.7BN TOTAL CUMULATIVE PROFIT-SHARE ALLOCATION TO MEMBERS 
WITH QUALIFYING PRODUCTS OVER THE LAST 10 YEARS. 

YEARS 
OF SHARING
SUCCESS


